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Editorial 
'Education has for its object the formation of 

character' - Herbert Spencer 

As another academic year draws to an end and 
a hundred or so more products of this establish
ment prepare to leave, I cannot help wondering 
what effect five years in this school has had. 
What is education all about? What is its role in 
human existence? Surely it is not simply a matter 
of obtaining grades at 'O' and 'A' level, in order, 
one may hope, to procure a job . 

Since the nineteen th century the education 
system has been extended to cover the whole 
sphere of human existence, from pre-natal 
training for expectant mothers, through nursery, 
primary and secondary education to the Open 
University which widens the frontiers of know
ledge for both sexes of all ages. Our universities 
have been enlarged ; technical education has 
expanded with the arrival of the computer; 
specialist training of all kinds has been made more 
widely available; equal opportunity has been 
extended to all children of whatever age or sex , 
colour or socio-economic class. Furthermore, a 
vast network of ancillary services has been 
established - social workers, probation officers, 
educational psychologists, careers advisers, job 
centres - to act as guide, philosopher and friend 
to the inadequate, the misguided, the incom
petent and the merely idle . Props, pillars, supports 
and safety nets of every description have been 
provided at strategic points and at vast expense 
to ensure that all who fall by the wayside should 
be assured of a helping hand. But where does the 
Samaritan element in the educational system of 
Britain lead us? 

'Human history,' wrote H. G. Wells, 'becomes 
more and more a race between education and 
catastrophe.' 

Year by year the crime rate increases and the 
age of those involved decreases. Robbery, rape, 
brutal assault, mugging and murder are per
petrated time and time again upon the bewildered 
people. There are those , and they are many, 
who, crouched before the television, behind locked 
doors and bolted windows, observe much of this 
violence complacently - whether it be real or 
fictional - shake their heads in disbelief, and take 
refuge in the age-old fantasy that these things 
always happen to somebody else. There is an 
ever-increasing cry for sterner punishments; 
prisons that chastise rather than redeem ; the 
'short, sharp shock' for hooligans; and even the 
return of capital punishment. Yet these measures 
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are repressive and not curative ones, though they 
doubtless help in stemming the tide . 

The educators are, in my opinion, toilers in 
the 'kindergarten' of Froebe!: they must try to 
observe the causes rather than the effects and see 
where their methods of cultivation failed. For 
the role of education in society is not a prepar
ation for life, nor a preparation of pupils for 
exams, nor a moulding of people for the markets 
of the outside world, but the proper cultivation 
of individual human natures. It would be naive to 
suggest that education , even in the broadest 
sense, can of itself spread sweetness and light, 
and entirely neutralise the inherent selfishness 
of man that can engender Wells's 'catastrophe', 
because evil is an inescapable concomitant of 
human nature. 

However, 'example is- always more efficacious 
than precept', in the words of Dr. Johnson, and 
educational establishments such as this one do 
have, it seems to me, a part to play in training 
minds, in broadening horizons and in forming 
the characters of the people of tomorrow's 
world. Educators must take a lead in cultivating 
properly individual human natures in the light of 
what has happened, is happening and will happen. 
If the British educational establishment, Samaritan 
as it may be, does not continue to strive to im
prove its methods and standards generally, and 
if we do not strive to do so in our own micro
cosm, we may find ourselves unable to fend off 
lurking catastrophe and unable to con form to the 
eminently desirable Spencerian ideal of education . 

R. D. Youngman 

'Some of the happiest days of my life were spent 
at school. ' 



Diary 

The Lent term 1s nobody's favourite. It lacks 
the novelty of Michaelmas or Lhe geniality of 
Trinity ; instead it has mock examinations and 
rain. Fortunately, Sherbome remained static. 
with eyes focused inwards. Engines turned, wheels 
span, cogs whirred to create a better breed of 
young men, by the time old method, employing 
similar principles to those our grandfathers 
had beaten into them. Individuals, or maybe 
more importantly their houses. continued to 
excel or fail in various tasks, most of which seem 
quite banal or superficial to outsiders but are of 
the utmost importance Lo the school. This is nol 
to say that the Lent term is a wasted period, for 
the junior school tentatively air their newly
acquired kingsize Oxfarn coats, before , quite 
rightly, being reminded from on high Lhat this 
is a Sixth Form privilege. 

Our Lenten Project is a system whereby the 
pampered pupils used their reservoirs of monetary 
resource for the good of those less fortunate in 
the community. It tends to be hideously under
advertised and so receives less than the optimum 
potential support, (we imagine this LO be the 
reason). However, this year money was raised to 
contribute towards the maintenance ofSherborne 
Youth Club and minibuses for the elderly. in a 
small provincial town with little entertainment 
for the younger generation and a large percentage 
of retired people. 

We are fortunate enough to have the Powell 
Hall at our disposal, and it again attempted to 
pump the plasma of culture into a haemophiliac 
institution. The plays were of a great variety, 
and most are diplomatically reviewed later in 
this Shirbumian. The School itself trod the boards 
in various productions from the Lower Sixth 
play (complete with a giggling back row) to the 
staff play , where the audience waited eagerly 
for the cast to make a mistake. The more 
dramatically-inclined and organised houses also 
managed to stage their own things - a super
human effort for both directors and combatants. 

Bubbling under the surface of school life is a 
diverse range of music, which, like the drama, 
receives a mixed response from its narrow
minded audience. Mozart's Requiem was per
formed in the Abbey by the Musical Society, 
and warmed the heart. The rest of the body was 
singed by the ·pop· concert 111 aid of Amnesty 
lnternational. which was performed by home
grown talent and gave everyone an excuse to get 
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'My parents hove o theory about bringing up children.' 

over-dressed. Another type of bopping up and 
down occurred with the annual Upper Sixth 
Dance, regarded with obvious reservations by 
the more with-it boys, who nevertheless returned 
at the end of Lhe evening with tales of exploits 
and conquests on and off the dance floor. 

February 14th produced amongst the boys a 
great deal of interest in the morning's post. 
Boasts and expectations had to be lived up Lo. 
Egos were inflated or collapsed according to the 
quantity of Valentine's cards and many thanked 
their foresight in sending themselves some post 
as an embarrassment saver. Amorous messages 
were found chalked around the houses by, we 
imagine, female admirers, and hastily removed by 
envious housemasters. This sequence of events is 
also traditional - travelling. though not necessarily 
progressing, through time. Protected by our 
ham-stone walls, we remain contented, oblivious 
of the outside world, but jolly nice fellows all 
the same. 

The Sherbome Diarist 



DRAMA 

The Staff Play 
'Hay Fever' 

Hay Fever is a deceptive play. It looks so easy, 
the all-enveloping label 'humour' sometimes 
seems to threaten completely to hide all that 
lies behind the satire and so it is difficult to 
know what Coward principally intended: did he 
want simply to amuse with this play, or was 
there something else? Peter Wellby dismisses it 
as 'terribly lightweight', but, having re-read the 
play, I think he is doing it an injustice . It is 
difficult. when one thinks, to ignore the more 
serious undercurrents within the piece: the 
attacks on the would-be Bohemian cliques of the 
1920s: the parody of a retired actress unable to 
keep away from the stage for fear that her ego 
will shatter completely; Coward's constant 
emphasis on the hollowness of all social inter
course: and the now familiarly Pinteresque 
situation of a family ruining the mental security 
of anyone coming close, as in The Homecoming. 
Coward himself says of the play: 'It is far and 
away one of the most difficult plays to perform 
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that [ have ever encountered,' presumably because 
not only do the performers have to act the 
characters tllemselves, but also the various fake 
personae the characters assume as the play 
progresses. The lack of action, the smallness of 
the cast, the single set: all might delude one into 
thinking that nothing would be better suited 
to amateurs, and that it is therefore not sur
prising the staff did it so well. Little could be 
further from the truth. 

Again, as Coward himself said: 'Its general 
effectiveness ... depends upon expert technique 
from each and every member of the cast.· But 
that is not in itself definitive, for effectiveness 
is essentially subjective. Was it effective for 
me? Well , I thought it was very funny; I was 
forced to chuckle loudly , often ... You're 
waiting for the 'but', aren't you? My only slight 
disquiet about the production was that the 
underlying seriousness of the play did not quite 
come across as bitingly as it might have done, 
though that may well have been intentional on 
the part of director John Melvin. The audience 
wanted to see its teachers in unlikely and faintly 
ridiculous situations, to see them as they had 
never seen them before, and so the farce was 
played to its outer limits. When the audience rose 
at the end, how many felt just a little disturbed 
by the performance? very, very few: of course, 
this is Sherborne , so to expect people to listen 
carefully would be unrealistic. and f would guess 
that the performers and director bore this strongly 
in mind. 

However. theatre succeeds where it amuses 
consistently. and so this performance must have 
been a great success. Of course, the principal 
amusement was seeing teachers in such com
pletely unexpected and unimaginable guises 
and situations. Some of the humour may have 
been rather dated. but, nonetheless, the very 
thought of an unwashed, iU-kempt, unshaven 
Mr. Wellby (as Simon Bliss) is still rather fan
tastic, and Dr. Ridgeway·s supposed predilection 
for amateur boxing (as Sandy Tyrell) is even 
more so. And the concept of Dr. Ridgeway teach
ing Mr. Wetlby to box . .. Though .it would be 
unfair to pick and choose, it must be said that 
Mrs. Macnaghten dominated the whole play 
truly magnificently as the vain and pretentious 
Judith Bliss. the actress who cherishes her ego 
more than her soul. Even her su prising ability to 
play the piano with her hands two inches above 
the keys did not detract from the magnificience 
of this extravagant performance; and when lines 
like: 'I will not be dictated to like this! If J say 
I'm sad. I am sad!" fitted so beautifully. I was 
sure that Mrs. Macnaghten must have done all 
this before. 



But, as I have said, I would not like to do 
anyone else down - all were very funny indeed, 
and the play, dependent as it is on strong per
formances from all, succeeded on that basis. 
Mr. Carling succeeded admirably in being dis
gustingly smarmy once he forgot he was Mr. 
Carling and remembered what he should be, so 
maybe all the sarcasm is really a front! Mr. Riley, 
too, had personality problems, but his wonderful 
way of looking totally bemused, confused and 
still distant carried him through perfectly and he 
more than anyone, succeeded in giving the 
(correct) impression that he was acting. The 
various mistresses from the girls' schools were 

The Lyon House Play 
'The Critic' : Sheridan 

The annual Lyon House Play continues as 
usual. In this year's production of The Critic, 
two critics, Sneer and Dangle,succeed in ridiculing 
the egoistic playwright, Sir Fretful Plagiary. and 
in sitting through Mr. Puffs melodramtic play 
without ridiculing this 'procurer' directly. Rather, 
his play within Sheridan 's is a parody of the 
theatre of Sheridan's time and at the same time 
The Oitic , as a whole, satirizes critics themselves. 
The result was a production which would make 
the audience smile at the irony and laugh at the 
melodrama, the pathos and the usual 'British' 
jokes. 

Much of the humour was not presented to the 
audience on a plate and perhaps the production 
suffered from receiving Httle reaction from an 
audience where even the not-so-subtle humour 
did not often receive a grunt of acknowledgement. 
The play was written, after all, at a time when 
Voltaire was thought screamingly funny, while 
now his writings provoke only a smile and a 
chuckle. It might be that most of the laughter 
squeezed out of us in the auditorium was the 
result not of the original script on its own, but 
also of acting and directing: when Mr. Dangle 
(Jon Hudson) is being dragged offstage by two 
Italian girls (Jemma Clarke and Jayne Ranner) 
and is briefly allowed to stand still, he allows 
his eyes to drift downwards to the breasts of 
one of the girls, and lets out a feeble gasp of 
(pleasant?) surprise. This allows for Mrs. Dangle's 
(Sarah Kemp's) shout of anger and rebuke 
('Mr. Dangle! ') to be well-timed and, above all, 
very appropriate. Where the script itself brought 
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equally good , and special mention must go to 
Mrs. Harris, who almost stole the show as a 
superbly dour Clara: obviously her talents run 
much deeper than costumiery. 

Well, I enjoyed myself that Monday night. 
Maybe I should be glad I was not disturbed. 
The last words go to Mr Coward: 

Myra: This is sheer affectation. 
David: Affectation's very nice. 
Myra: No , it isn't - it's odious. 

Take your pick. 

J. A. Harris 

laughter, it was where the humour was familiar: 
there a re, for example, stupid foreigners ('stupid' 
s.imply because they cannot speak English) . 

It was a shame that the script did not allow 
for much more exploitation of the female 
potential in this year's play by providing larger 
parts for women. Most showed impressive 
diction: can Jayne Ranner sing!! She also has by 
nature the passionate arm-waving mannerisms of 
an Italian girl, while Jemma Clarke could carry 
over a number of accents from all over Europe 
(it seemed) with uniform diction. Jayne Ranner 
appears again as Confidante (Tilburina's con
fidant, or do I really need to say that?). Confidante 
must imitate Tilburina 's (Lucinda Harvey's) 
every movement, achieved by strict staging and 
timing: so the melodrama and impossibility of 
Puffs play is underlined - especially by Lucinda's 
portrayal of Tilburina as a dreamy girl, uttering 
poetic passages in forlorn tones. 

Sarah Kemp as Mrs. Dangle, a dominant, 
strong-minded wife, was especially effective when 
she cast her gaze into the audience .. . you feel 
like sinking into your seat in case Mrs. Dangle's 
terrible wrath is turned from Mr. Dangle to you . 
Her portrayal as an actress acting as a lady in 
Puffs play is a striking contrast to her portrayal 
of Mrs. Dangle: here she is, warm, compassionate 
and impulsive ('Oh, Ecstasy of Bliss!') and the 
contrast is a comment on her versatility as an 
actress. Mrs. Dangle accounts for her poor 
recollection of Sir Fretful's play to ' ... Mr. 
Dangle's drawling manner of reading it to me' 
and Jon Hudson as Dangle fits just that sort of 
caricature; the vacant facial expression, the 
feeble, unstable voice and the pronunciation of 
'r's as 'w's. This has the effect of throwing the 
audience into confusion right at the start, but 
this may be due to an unfortunate concentration 
of 'r/w's in the first few lines. Later, as the 



audience quickly becomes accustomed to this 
pronunciation {'Sir Fwetful Pwagaiwy' is a bit 
ot a mouthful), so Uangle's character is well
established, with a strong presence even in Act 
II, where he speaks little. Like Sarah Kemp, he 
has shown variety in acting: Dangle is different 
from Jon Hudson's past roles as 'Romeo/gigolos'. 

Mr. Dangle's fellow critic, Mr. Sneer, is 
portrayed by Guy Ryder as a man of slack 
mannerisms, giving the occasional wave of his 
hands, as in his first, hilarious entrance: he carries 
an expression similar to that of a devoted cat. 
Simon Brenchley as Sir Fretful and later as the 
romantic Don Ferolo is as versatile as any other 
actor, if not more so. As Sir Fretful, his gestures 
and harsh glare seem overdone, but as Sir Fretful 
gives in to anger over a critic's review of his 
pretentious drama, while Sneer and Dangle can 
hardly control their laughter behind his back, so 
the dramatic irony is striking and amusing because 
of the inflation of Sir Fretful's characterisation. 

Among Plagiary 's rivals could be counted 
Mr. Puff (to whom this is an insult, I can't tell). 

' ..• and there '.f this Ophelfa, Boss, floating down 
towards the rapids/ WILL HAMLET GET THERE IN 

TIME?' 
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With his usual energy and vigour, Phil Tyson 
makes Puff the central character of the play: in 
the script, Puff 'sets up', and is part of, much of 
the humour. Pufrs whole character is summarized 
during the finale of his play. Phil Tyson is con
sistent, but only more intense, here: as the 
musicians render Rule Britannia and as long green 
carpets of cloth are waved to represent the sea 
and wooden, two-Oimensional models of Spanish 
and English warships fight out the Armada cam
paign, Puff gives an excited commentary ,shouting 
the words along with the music and all the while 
bouncing up and down. It is sheer madness, 
melodrama and frivolity: it is Puff. 

Both lavish and simple, blunt and subtle, 
spectacular and realistic, and always satirical and 
ironic, this production was very enjoyable. So it 
was that staging and acting combined to present 
an impressive production , with a clear theme, 
variation, colour, zaniness and satire . .. I liked 
it, anyway. 

M. Rapport 

The Digby House Play 
'Luther' 

There is much to recommend John Osborne's 
Luther for a house production. With a cast of 
eighteen with only one female, the play charts 
Luther's development from the celibate dis
cipline of the monastery, through principled 
revolt against 'the system' to an ambiguous (and 
non-celibate) betrayal of the cause he champ
ioned. The abiding strength of the play, which is 
not without some weak and excessively wordy 
passages , is the multiplicity of interpretations 
it affords. Is this a 'straight' historical drama , a 
fable about the nature of authority and the 
conflicts of truth and necessity, a celebration of 
Germany's rite of passage to independent nation
hood, or of Luther's from son to father , or indeed, 
from Digby new-boy to Digby prefect? Nooe of 
these rich themes was lost in this impressive 
performance. 

The magnificent stage set (Barnaby Gunning 
and Max Gillibrand, much assisted by 3rd form 
novices) proved fully capable of dramatising 
both the severities and the intimacies of the 
action with the assistance of clever sound and 
lighting effects (Max again). As the Prior (David 
Rees) and his authentically chanting monks 



(trained by House choirmaster, Mark Hann) 
emerged from its dark recesses, we were effort
lessly initiated with Brother Martin into our own 
medieval past. Scene ii, and Luther's father 
(Toby Radford), ably supported by Alexander 
Gunning, made his indelibly blunt and lively 
appearance as the key, perhaps, to his son's 
ambiguous perception of both God and authority, 
alternate terror and affection. Gavin White, as 
the amiable Brother Weinand, brought a welcome 
and entirely original touch of 'gaiety' to a part 
often played straight. Both he and Will Fugard 
(as Fr. Staupitz - an excellent and finely graded 
performance, th.is) did much to reassure us of 
the sanity and moderation that survived beneath 
the corrupt carapace of the church politic. 

Our first encounter with that church came 
with the arrival of John Tetzel (Simon Pugsley). 
Oozing condescension and avaricious contempt 
from the formidable height of the balcony, 
Simon clearly warmed to the orator's role, and 
would, 1 am sure, have emptied all our pockets if 
his hat had been passed round the audience. 
After Tetzel came the suave and politically 
realistic Cardinal Cajetan (Karl Taylor) in a per
formance full of dignity and aptly pompous 
authority. 'Up the hierarchy' then, to Tom 
Sulkin's laconic, boar-hunting Pope Leo X (well 
supported by Jonathan Swann), and to the 
theologian Johann Eck (Andrew Colville) who 
did extraordinarily well to bring this static and 
wordy part to life. James Allmand-Smith,looking 
very much the part of the noble Teutonic knight, 

Frank Barrie 
'Macready ' 

Browsing through some previous copies of 
The Shirburnian it came to my attention that 
very few, if any, reviews of plays. School or 
otherwise, were wholly complimentary about 
the production being considered. Maybe this 
reflects the average Shirburnian's negative 
attitude, but r shall leave that question to the 
editors, as they usually have something to say on 
the matter. My point is that I found no faulc 
with the production at all. I loved it: it was 
brilliant. 

Looking at his reputation and the past record 
of his performances, Frank Barrie 's exceptional 
skill as an actor is undeniable; but what is more, 
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likewise struggled manfully with his three-page 
monologue, bearing the pungent scent of war and 
ketchup (on the first night. anyway) deep into 
our ranks. A difficult part, this, but done here 
with much conviction and authority. A special 
mention must be made for Ben Caesar, whose 
representative portrayal of the peasantry was, if 
possible, even more convincing dead than alive. 
In the final scenes, Marcus Chesterfield brought 
welcome grace and femininity to his quite 
excellent portrayal of Luther's wife, Katherine. 

The whole production was greatly enhanced 
by the splendid costumes (Pat Harris and Margaret 
George), make-up (Leigh Fisher), and the swift. 
reliable stage management of Bill de la Hey and 
Geoff Fisher. Commendation too for the sure 
touch and Catholic taste of the promising young 
British director, Christopher Danes. Have I for
gotten something? Only, perhaps, James Harris 
in the title role. On stage f'or all but one short 
scene and with a phenomenal feat of learning 
tucked under his tongue, his charismatic and 
controlled performance (most memorable for me 
in the tensions vf the opening and the tender
ness of the close) held the whole play together 
whilst never overpowering the others on stage. 
Congratulations to him and to the whole ofThe 
Digby (was anybody 1101 involved?), and not 
least to the genial, ever-supportive spirits of 
Father Simon and Mother Juliet hovering in the 
wings. 

F.R.S. 

he also writes very good plays. I do not contest 
that the life of Macready, such an admirable 
man, made very good material, and perhaps made 
Mr. Barrie's task easier, but, nevertheless, without 
his remarkable skill, the inspiration and qua Ii ty 
of atmosphere which he produced could not have 
been achieved. He captured Macready's every 
mood: his violent tempers and his sensitive 
kindness, his feelings of remorse and of fulfil
ment, his hate and his love. 

Living up to the Macready legend, Mr. Barrie 
threw himself into the part. He had obviously 
researched the man scrupulously, and at times 
seemed to identify himself with the great actor. 
I personally would not deny him this liberty. 

l have never enjoyed a production in the 
Powell Hall so much. 

J. Dennison 



Geraldine McEwan 
lwo Inches of Ivory' 

Uncertainty hung in the darkness. A creak 
momentarily cut the stammering silence. Then 
the lights softly rose to illuminate a simple set, 
dominated by a comfortable sofa. Necks were 
craned , straining forward to glimpse a view 
through the sea of heads. All were eager, several 
suspicious of the unknown. Many had known 
Jane Austen's works for years, their treasured 
copies now yellowed by time. Many had never 
touched her books, but were drawn on by her 
fame and the prospect of a pleasant evening. 
Elderly ladies mingled with boys, few having 
much idea of what was awaiting them. A crumpled 
programme lay trodden on the floor, promising 
entertiinment from Jane Austen's novels. And 
yet, as the lights rose and the shadows shrank 
away, so did the uncertainty. The performance 
had begun. 

At once it was charming. Geraldine McEwan 
acted superbly , and a relaxed , friendly atmos
phere emerged in the light. She performed six 
pieces from the favourite novels, and in each 
brought alive the delightful comedy with her 
masterly eloquence. It was not long before an 
affinity had been established between her and 
the audience, of a kind never paralleled in the 

Powell Hall. Her voice was so suited to the style 
of writing that the two seemed to blend into one 
harmonious agreement, each complementing the 
other. Particularly memorable were the two 
scenes from Emma containing the wonderful 
Miss Bates. The characters may have been some
what caricatured, but few of those present will 
forget the frightful but hilarious bore who never 
stops talking. Also very amusing was her treat
ment of Mr. Collins from Pride and Prejudice, 
who, in her own words, was 'not a sensible man'. 

A great range of people saw the performance. 
Some yawned and fidgeted and left half-way 
through. Others loved every minute. It was sad 
to see vacant seats in the second half; some still 
need to learn that a little effort is required to 
appreciate a performance. However, such attend
ance is encouraging, and has improved enormously 
recently. For me it was a delightful evening, 
punctuated by some dull moments, but fired by 
some very funny pieces. rt was a brilliant render
ing of brilliant works. From a modest production 
came a sparkling result ; how appropriate that the 
au lhor once described her own genius so modestly 
as 'that little bit (two inches wide) of ivory, 
on which I work with so fine a brush as produces 
little effect after much labour'. So many people 
have enjoyed that effect, and so many are 
grateful for the labour that created it. 

D. Pinder 

MUSIC 

Sherborne School Musical 
Society 

Mozart: 
Clarinet Concerto K622 

Requiem Mass K626 
Wednesday , 12th March, 1986 

I 
In early September, 1791, Mozart was in 

Prague to produce an opera, La Clemenza di 
Tito, for the coronation of Emperor Leopold II 
as King of Bohemia. The opera was hardly a 
success, and those around him saw only t00 
clearly that Mozart was not merely tired and 
depressed but ill as well. A friend in Prague 
wrote of Mozart that he: 
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'dosed himself ceaselessly; his colour was 
pale and his countenance sad, although his 
merry sense of humour often bubbled into 
jesting in the company of his friends. At the 
moment of departure from the circle of his 
friends he was so sad that he wept tears. A 
foreboding sense of his approaching death 
seemed to have produced this melancholy 
mood ... ' 

As if his own illness were not enough, Mozart 's 
wife, Constanze, was also unwell, his efforts to 
get a Court appointment had resulted in a snub 
and he was desperately short of money, writing 
pathetic letters begging for loans from fellow 
freemasons. His music was hardly popular with 
the court - the Empress described la Clemena 
as 'German rubbish' and Mozart was forced to 
abandon hjs hopes of worthwhile court patronage 



and to write instead for a low-class pantomime 
theatre: The Magic Flute was first produced at 
the end of September by Emanuel Schikaneder, 
a kind of Austrian 'Mr. Crummies', in one of 
the most unfashionable districts of Vienna. On 
the programme, Mozart 's name appeared only in 
small print beneath those of the cast and author. 

Mozart was confined to his bed, critically ill, 
from 20th November - he was partially paralysed, 
very weak, and hardly able to suffer the pain of 
being moved. Even the song of his pet canary 
had such an effect upon him that he became 
emotionally distraught and it had to be taken 
away. Nonetheless, Mozart was still trying to 
get on, with a requiem mass that had been 
commissioned from him, instructing his pupil 
Franz Sussmayr how it was to be finished. 
Towards midnight on December 4th, his sister
in-law, watching by his bedside, saw Mozart 
suddenly stir himself, attempt to rise and then 
collapse: his cheeks were puffed out and Sophie 
thought that he was imitating the trumpets and 
drums in the Requiem. Shortly before l a.m. the 
following morning, Mozart died, just a few weeks 
before his 35th birthday. 

[) 

This is the background against which the two 
works performed at this year's Musical Society 
Concert were composed. Both reflect the 
melancholy mood of Mozart - both reveal an 
almost other-worldly beauty. The bubbling 
humour together with the intense sadness that 
Mozart's Prague friend noticed are strangely 
married in the Clarinet Concerto (finished at 
the end of September) and the Requiem bas 
an intensity of expression that gives credence to 
the account of Mozart 's sister-in-law who said 
that. on the last night of his life, the composer 
remarked , 'Did I not say I was writing the 
Requiem for myself?' In fact, Mozart had been 
commissioned to compose a requiem mass the 
previous July. The somewhat mysterious cir
cumstances of this event have since led to many 
legends and at the time were responsible for 
Mozart himself being beset by mental delusions. 
A tall, pale stranger, dressed in grey had called on 
Mozart asking him to write a requiem - but in 
utmost secrecy. The composer became obsessed 
with the idea that he was being poisoned and 
that the requiem he was writing would be per
formed by his poisoner at his funeral. This is, of 
course, just the stuff of good drama and Peter 
Shaffer used it as the basis for his play Amadeus, 
In fact the 'mystery' is easily explained: a certain 
Count Walsegg wanted to pass off Mozart's work 
as one of his own, composed in memory of his 
late wife. 
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Mozart 's mental conclition was certainly hyper
sensitive and both the Clarinet Concerto and the 
Requiem are intensely subjective works. The 
difficulty for the performers is to prevent the 
music from becoming overtly emotional to the 
point of sentimentality. This was certainly 
achieved in the Concerto, though not really in 
the Requiem , even if this latter was hardly the 
fault of the performers but rather of the nature 
of the performance. 

III 
Richard Hosford (O.S.), principal clarinet in 

the Chamber Orchestra of Europe, played the 
concerto beau ti fully. His tone is rich and full 
and he phrases with eloquence. In the slow 
movement, in particular, he found the perfect 
tempo and sang the 'aria' with feeling which 
nonetheless avoided the cloying. Perhaps one 
could have wished that the solo line had been 
appropriately decorated, but better nothing at 
all than the vulgar indulgence that some players 
pass off as 'authentic' ornamentation. The finale 
was sprightly, almost 'bubbling into jesting' at 
times, but it never became trivial. It was a pity 
that the acoustic of the Abbey was so un
sympathetic, blurring much important detail, 
especially in passage work. The conductor 
persuaded his orchestra to accompany with 
sensitivity and he seemed very much in accord 
with the interpretative approach of the soloist. 

ff the Concerto was an almost complete 
success as a performance, the Requiem was 
rather less so. Of course, the ideal of the Musical 
Society must be to give a large group of people 
pleasure in singing major choral works by the 
great composers, and to give its members a 'good 
sing'. The chorus also suffered from the acoustic 
of the Abbey which made textures (especially in 
fugal movements) unclear and tended to make 
the choir seem larger than it was. But, indeed, 
the choir was much too large to do Mozart's 
music justice. The general effect was muddied 
and rather 'heavy' - something rather sparer 
and leaner is really required if Mozart's music is 
to be done full justice. It was, 1 think, essentially 
because of the size of the choir and paradoxically 
because of its enthusiasm and commitment 
(commendable virtues per se) that the general 
tone of the Requiem was too romantic. Ideally, 
too, one could have wished for a better balance 
within the choir - the tenors were weak and 
very strained at times while the tone of the 
sopranos was rather too matronly. Despite 
passages where the chorus was taxed to its very 
limits, there was some very beautiful singing, 
especially in moments of quiet and dignity: 
the lngemisco was a wonderfully sustained plea 
for mercy. 



While the chorus was old-fashioned in its 
constituency and approach, lip-service was paid 
to authenticity in that boy treble and alto soloists 
were employed. The idea was better in theory 
than in practice as the pure, white-toned boys' 
voices by the side of the very 'feminine' quality 
of the chorus sopranos and altos was a strangely 
disconcerting experience and at key moments 
when blend of chorus and solo voices was crucial 
the effect was rather undermined by this some
what 'oil and water' mixture. That is not, of 
course, to deny that there was much beautiful 
singing by the boy soloists (Jonathan Sturtridge, 
treble, and Marcus Chesterfield, alto) and often 
they produced an ethereal sound that was most 
haunting. In the Tuba Mirum the treble was 
particularly affecting and the Angus Dei was 
especially lovely, the innocent tonal quality 
perfectly suited LO the plea for repose. The bari
tone soloist (Charles Naylor) had a finely
controlled voice and he sang with taste and 
sensitivity! blending with the boy soloists most 
subtly. A as, that one cannot say the same of 
the tenor (Christopher Adams). His performance 
was insensitive and quite out of keeping with the 
singing of those around him. Mr. Adams sounded 
like a parady of a provincial Italian tenor - his 
portamenti were vulgar and out of place and his 

Concert Club 
The Garcia-Conway Duo 

The Light Blues 
The Wind Soloists of the Chamber Orchestra of Europe 

A flute and guitar duo, a vocal group, and the 
wind soloists of the Chamber Orchestra of Europe: 
the prospects for the term's concerts looked good, 
and the variety was certain ly there. 

The first concert was the Garcia-Conway duo, 
whom I don't think anyone had heard of before. 
Their programme was extremely varied, ranging 
from baroque flute sonatas through to a piece 
by Roe which had been specially written for the 
players. This latter piece turned out to be long 
and incomprehensible; in fact it was rather boring, 
and it caused some members not to return after 
the interval. However, the music was slightly 
more enjoyable m the second half, which was 
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vibrato often upset the blend of the solo quartet. 
Flaws and weaknesses there undoubtedly were 

in this performance but they should not be 
allowed to obscure the fact that the whole per
formance had a conviction and sincerity that 
was very moving. So often one hears professional 
choirs and conductors in works like the Requiem 
giving entirely bland and anonymous interpre
tations that entirely fail to communicate the 
significance of the work to the audience. It was 
much to the credit of Augusta Miller and Patrick 
Shelley that they persuaded their choral and 
orchestral forces to involve themselves whole
heartedly in the performance. The beauty of 
Mozart 's inspiration was what came over most 
clearly - the incidental flaws were frankly 
unimportant in this context. As J left the Abbey 
I was reminded of the words of Bernhard Weber 
writing in J 791 of the effect of Mozart's music 
on him: 

'Jf any fault had to be found with Mozart, 
it could surely be only this: that such abund
ance of beauty almost tires the soul, and the 
effect of the whole is sometimes obscured 
thereby. But happy the artist whose only 
fault lies in an all too great perfection: 

J.H. 

opened by a pleasant piece for solo guitar. If 
there was a highlight to the evening, I think it 
must have been this. But even if the music 
improved, the playing did not seem to, and on 
the whole there was nothing very impressive. 

The Light Blues were given a very good write
up in the Concert Club leaflet, and they certainly 
lived up to it: the singing was excellent, and their 
presentation was 'irresistible'. I was surprised 
that more people did not buy their records after 
the concert. The programme was arranged 
chronologically, starting with some English 
madrigals and ending with songs by the American 
songwriter Jerome Kern, and including some 
beautiful songs hy Saints-Saens. What I found 
refreshing about the presentation was that the 
performers introduced the items, which, as well 
as being easier than battling your way through 
reams of programme notes, gave scope for a 
touch of humour. 

To finish the season's concerts we had the 
\vind soloists of the Chamber Orchestra of 



ARTICLES 

The New Organ 
John P. Rowntree 

Dr. Rowntree, who is currently Senior Lecturer in Music at King Alfred's College, Winchester, was 
the consultant to the committee advising on the construction of the new organ. He has advised over 
a number of important contemporary organs including those in CTifton Cathedral, St. Mary's Cathedral, 
Newcastle, and Douai Abbey, and is cu"ently advising on a new organ for St. Gregory's Priory, 
Cheltenham. His writings include a new book on the seventeenth century organ builder 'Father Smith' 
and the three volumes of The Classical Organ in Britain, covering the period 1955 - 1985. 

The first organ in the School Chapel was built 
by Hill in 1854/5. It was an inexpensive instrument 
of some 10~ stops and was placed at the side of 
the chancel (with the bellows in the library!). By 
1898 this organ had been enlarged to 13 stops 
and its mechanical action had been replaced by 
pneumatic action. In 1926 this organ was replaced 
by a new organ by Hill, Norman and Beard . This 
was placed in a small west gallery, really no more 
than a platform, and was played by pneumatic 
action from a console at the east end. Apart from 
the musical problems of time Jag (not even in 
Sherbotne can the laws of nature be suspended!) 
and a stoplist very deficient in terms of structure 
and balance, access for maintenance was difficult 
and the organ completely blocked the west win
dow, making the Chapel very gloomy. 

At various times from the end of the Second 
World War to the 1970's various schemes were 
mooted to remedy this musically and arch
itecturally disadvantageous arrangement. In 1982 
consideration was yet again given to replacing the 
1926 organ. After some initial discussion, mem
bers of the School Music Department, Paul Ellis 
and Julian Dams, together with the Director of 
Music, Patrick Shelley, and the writer as con
sultant, visited a number of new organs by various 
builders. The party was also joined on occasion 
by Phillip Stallwood. The result of these visits 
and deliberations was that in 1983 a contract 
was placed with Sebastian Blank, of Herwijnen, 
in Holland , for a two-manual and pedal organ 
of some 15/16 stops, a number which was later 
increased to 19/20 stops. 

There was much discussion about the position 
of the organ ; initially a position in the nave arcade 
was considered but ftnaUy a decision was taken 
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to place the organ on a west gallery. Another 
matter for discussion was the second manual -
its function and placement. With a gallery the 
possibility existed of employing the simple, 
historic, Hauptwerk (Great) and Riickpositiv 
(Choir) layout. This does, however, place some 
restrictions on the repertoire since both divisions 
would be unenclosed. The available height was 
not sufficient to place the second division as a 
Brustwerk or Oberwerk. In addition, a Swell 
division was deemed important both for the 
accompaniment of certain types of service music, 
and also for some aspects of o rgan teaching. All 
of these factors led to the decision to place the 
Swell in a free-standing case behind the main 
case. This was not only advantageous physically 
(and allowed the wind supply to be placed in 
the space beneath the Swell) but also ensured 
that the Swell had some element of indirectness 
in the sound, a characteristic of 'swell ' organs. 
It also meant that with the Great (and Pedal 
stops, which are on the Great chest) well above 
the player's head, and the Swell behind, the sound 
would not only carry the length of the Chapel 
but would be comfortable in terms of volume for 
long periods of teaching. Initially the organ was 
to be in a small gallery, basically the old organ 
platform, but it was eventually decided to increase 
the size of the gallery by one bay of the nave so 
that it was possible to place the Chapel Choir 
there when appropriate, :is well as allowing space 
for students in master classes, room for the various 
orchestral groupings required for the Handel 
Organ Concertos, or for a modest group of 
singers and instrumentalists such as are needed 
for the performance of Bach Cantatas. The 
demand for maximum light to come into the 



Chapel from the west window suggested that 
the centre of the organ should be 'dipped', but 
with the architectural feature of a small central 
tower. Thus a very traditional 'English' fonn was 
arrived at. The final specification was: 

Great 
Open Diapason 8 
Stopped Diapason 8 
Principal 4 
Flute 4 
Twelfth 2j 
Fifteenth 2 
Mixture rv . 1 ~ 
Cornet V (from c') 8 
Trumpet 8 

Pedal 
Bourdon 
Fagot 
Trumpet (Gt) 

16 
16 
8 

Swell 
Salicional 8 
Stopped Diapason 8 
Principal 4 
Flute 4 
Nazard 2j 
Gemshorn 2 
Tierce ll 
Dulci an 8 
Tremulant 

Gt/P 
Sw/P 
Sw/Gt 
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Visits were made by the school staff and 
myself to a number of organs built by Sebastian 
Blank, and in turn he visited a number of historic 
organs in England dating from the 17th to the 
mid-19th century. Taking these experiences, 
and the clear, but not very reverberant, acoustic 
of the Chapel into account, the tonal aim was for 
a rich and colourful organ of character, but also 
of flexibility and blend. The various families 
of principals, flutes and reeds were all to be 
capable of use on their own and in combination. 
As the Great and Pedal were placed on the same 
windchest it was decided to borrow the Great 
Trumpet 81 on to the Pedal for use in cantus 
preludes. Technically the organ is very simply 
laid out with tail-pivoted ('suspended') key 
action and mechanical stop action. The wind 
supply is in traditional style from two diagonal 
bellows placed beneath the Swell. The cheStS 
are of oak, the front pipes of high-percentage 
tin content, the inside pipes mostly of plain 
metal with a lower percentage of tin, and the 
flutes are of plain hammered metal. The main 



Economics Field Trip 
Merseyside, 14th · 19th April 1986 

The theme of our v1s1t to Merseyside was 
'The Economic Problems of a Development 
Area', and most of the party had prepared them
selves to find a lot of the problems and very 
little of the development. Our apprehensions 
were partly correct, but perhaps the majority 
were not prepared for the vast amount of re
building. However, these noticeable examples 
were the exception rather than the rule in a 
city of quite obvious poverty, unemployment 
and crime. This is arguably caused mainly by the 
port's original narrow economic base, subsequent 
lack of diversification and the present slump in 
world trade: but any schoolboy, even a Shir
burnian , can look in a text-book to find this 
out; to construct something new from these 
ashes is more difficult. 

case (Great), which has a resonant as well as 
protective and architectural function, is of oak 
and the rear case (Swell) functions similarly and 
is of pine. 

The result , it is hoped, is a musical instrument 
of coherence, with a flowing vocal tone which 
can provide a choir of voices that balance each 
other in solos, duos, trios and quartets,and which 
provides a variety of rich sonorities in full organ, 
from the bright and clear principals (diapasons) 
to the richer chorus of reeds (trumpets and 
bassoons) and comets, all housed in a graceful 
case which enhances both the organ tone and 
the architecture of the Chapel. J ust as a violin 
made today is part of a long tradition of in
strument making, so the Sherbome organ is 
clearly rooted in the historic organ tradition . 
Nevertheless it is not a copy of any organ, it is 
an organ of our time. 

Our education of the area was steered naturally 
towards the successes rather than the losses, 
and to make the trip more comprehensively 
educational, talking to local individuals made all 
the difference. Worried parents rest at ease; for 
every tax that could be levied on the more 
affluent to alleviate any problems, some Shir
burnian could suggest several methods of com
pulsory euthanasia for the whole region north of 
Grantham. The number of police on the streets, 
shutters permanently on windows and derelict 
buildings all indicate deprivation and despair 
which touched the hearts of all but the stupid . 
One cannot help but pity those who return 
from our glimpses of another planet with the 
same views or harsher ones, wishing to run from, 
rather than help, our countrymen. It is upsetting, 
but true, that these uncaring sentiments surface 
in a Christian school, often amongst those who 
have witnessed the decay. 
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It is the people in Uverpool who change one's 
perception of this possibly hostile city. Rico 
Tice, an O.S ., had broken this potentially tough 



ice for us, having worked at the Shrewsbury 
House Centre. He was half-way between 'us' and 
'them', someone both sets could identify with 
and respect. Through him we got the opportunity 
to meet the genuine 'scouses'. The centre is in 
the middle of Everton, not merely a football 
club but a long-established community. It has 
had a long history of religious animosity between 
Catholics and Protestants, imported from Ireland. 
Although the chasm has narrowed, there is still 
a divide in the area, as there is the problem of 
racism: social places, Like pubs, can still be the 
strict homes of only one race or religion . 

Those Living in the poorer areas, such as 
Everton, often feel that their communities are 
under attack. The trust to be found in the pre
war communities was destroyed by the rehousing 
of people into flats, but some of the old pride 
still remains. Today, the council, in its infinite 
wisdom, has bulldozed yet more homes and flats 
to create a park - not just your average park, 
though, as the council's P.R. man told us, but the 
biggest established this century in Western 
Europe. Councils have always been proud of their 
projects, good or bad, but ventures Like the 
tower blocks - the 'streets in the sky' - dreamed 
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up by fanciful and unpractical architects and 
planners have demoralised or destroyed the strong 
former unity of the communities. Making people 
the last consideration has caused the break-up 
of the conventional way of life, starting with 
marriage, a rare institution now. Only recently 
has there been a council which not only destroys 
but also actually erects respectable houses, in an 
attempt to change things. Those who are inclined 
to complain of the high monetary price of such 
schemes would do well to consider the good to 
society produced by this rebirth of character. 

The trip was not all serious guilt complexes. 
Some of the memorable events were humorous, 
such as Mr. Venables' car, bought for a knock
down price, which would go for a 'reasonable 
profit' in Sherborne and is still unsold. There was 
also the question of how Johnny Pittard managed 
to lock himse lf into the demonstration handcuffs 
at Merseyside Police I leadquarters. 

When we returned from this city, each of us 
rightly looked at our home town in a different 
light. The challenge for us, privileged to see the 
other Britain, is to act, and not to sink back into 
our accustomed apathy. 

M.Vass 



Impressions of a 
School Trip to Greece 

I don 't think I was really there as I stood on 
that blank pavement, ejected from Highgate 
tube station , standing on the Archway, shivering 
in the grey damp of a London morning, with 
only luggage labels and a suntan to tell everyone 
that six hours earlier I had been in Athens. 
No ... a hundred incandescent memories burned 
... a hundred incandescent memories. 

. . . the evening walk we undertook after 
dinner on the first evening of this immersion 
into what seemed to be Greece: Athens, an alien 
concotion of neon light and stones from millenia 
long gone, the organised chaos of modern life 
coexisting with the stillness of the past, the 
grasping hands of shop keepers and the veiled 
faces of the ghosts of ancient civilisation ... 

. . . the suffocation of the next day, with its 
frantic haste, to cram in as much as was possible 
in an impossibly short time; the Keramikos, 
burial ground ; the Agora, the heart of ancient 
Athens, reduced to a bewildering confusion of 
stones and weeds; the Acropolis, the giant of 
m~stery which stands above Athens, an enigmatic 
reminder of what Athens used to be in the eyes 
of men ; the Parthenon scarred mercilessly by 
scaffolding; and the Erectheum, robbed of its 
glory by the very air we breathe and the hordes 
of caring, sharing fellow tourists who gleefully 
destroy au that they see. 

... evening fell, and we found ourselves at 
Suniom, to see the sun set; naturally enough, a 
million fellow Europeans had had the same idea, 
and the sun disappeared behind cloud before it 
had disappeared below the horizon, but it didn't 
matter. light faded, shape replaced colour ... 
so the past rejected me and I was alone in the 
night, suspended between that rejection an<l the 
greed of the present, for that brief second 
breathing within timelessness. I woke up to find 
myself in a silent coach as we returned to Athens, 
dinner and bed. 

... woke up to fmd the sky grey, rain promised 
as a curse, but the coach waits, and before we are 
awake we are in the oil and dirt of the docks of 
Athens. A hydrofoiJ speeds us to the island of 
Aegina, shrouded in warm drizzle and a curtain 
of stifling cloud. We wait in caf~s; it rains; the 
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caf~s are almost empty, a small blessing. Even
tually, taxis take us along a road of madness to 
the temple at the top of the island. Lunch . . . 
bread enters our lives formally for the first time. 

The overcrowded bus seemed a safer way back, 
and then across the water~ again to Athens ... 
to the Pnyx, to admire the emptiness, I guess, for 
there is nothing else to see. Then we are left to 
wander the streets of Athens: we reel from place 
to place, as though in a dimmed but still exotic 
pinball machine . The hotel is miles away but we 
get there, and the long.evening hazes over. 

... Saturday ... still raining. The coach - out 
of Athens before we know it and to Eleusis, with 
its mysteries hidden away somewhere far from 
the puddles and heavy odours of recent rain. 
Use your imagination and imagine the glory that 
is invisible. We leave the flowers to shine amidst 
the golden stone, and then we are above the 
Corinth Canal, reminding ourselves that the 
ancient Greeks do not hold a monopoly on 
wonders of construction, but it is easily for
gotten as we fmd ourselves at Ancient Corinth. 



Corinth ... lunch is a ruined theatre, bread, and 
then the imagination is called into service again, 
to make sense of another flower -strewn waste
land o r stone, pillar and tunnel, under the 
threatening shadow of the huge hill behind. Then 
on we go ... Mycenae, a city in a desert of moun
tains, lonely, echoing, ghosts of slaughtered kings 
recur, an uneasy place full of disquiet ... finally, 
evening and Nauplia, beauty sitting on a hillside, 
with one delicate foot in the sea, and a hand 
stretching up for the majesty of the monastery 
above, aloof and alone . 

. . . Sunday, day of the Resurrection, and the 
Faithful among our number, armed with cameras, 
set off up towards the monastery to celebrate 
communion as the sun climbs in the sky. Then 
we are delivered unto Epidaurus , theatre of mag
nificence, a dense mass of steps buried into a , 
hillside of uees. The landscape carpets itself as 
we gaze down from the height of the rear of the 
auditorium, and pretend to be stunned by the 
fact tJiat the sounds of pennies dropping reach 
us so crystal-clear. The sun burns and we find 
ourselves in a tiny village by the sea for lunch/ 
bread; the poverty is as stifling as the heat , the 
promise of the sea's coolness drowns all ... the 
smell of tar, rubbish , sa lt, fish, diesel, chases us 
everywhere. The stones of the beach are coals 

------.. •. -,,1-~'-

'Wha1's he like over the Styx?' 
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... we pass on ... and on ... and on ... three 
hours of coach to drain us of life, three hours in 
which to see Greece pass us by as we climb down 
from mountains in the west and cross the plain 
of the central Peloponnese to the mountains in 
the east. Greece unfolds,..shamelessly; hot, dusty 
roads, lined by fragments of towns, houses with 
no gardens, ill-kempt, dirty, forgotten, endlessly 
half-finished, with empty windows, often bare of 
roofs, waiting f:>r completion which may never 
come; everything decays hopelessly ... Greece: 
empty, her soul lies proud, frozen in the beauty 
of mountains and coast. Arrival at Pylos takes the 
vision away. We arrive as evening does; in the 
coolness of the red sun we drink, watching it fall 
behind Sphacteria ... Thucydides as a beer-mat. 
Pylos on Sunday is not vivacious, so we watch the 
night pass from within lime-green security ... 

. . . I wake up with the sun on my face, but ir 
moves, and so must I. We wait for hours in the 
hot port , trying to persuade a boatman with 
pound-signs in his eyes to take us across to 
Sphacteria ... eventually, armed with the local 
shipping union rule-book, we succeed. We climb 
hundreds of steps up a cliff, and we are up with 
the crying of the sea-birds as the wind ruffles and 

throws us off our balance; we gaze down at the 
sea, feel its pull ; but the steps take us down in 
the end. The boat continues from island to island, 
but land reclaims us before long. Lunch in Pylos, 
no bread, and then the coach takes us away from 
the heat of the siesta to eject us at Nestor's palace, 
a maze of trenches in a wall-less barn whipped by 
wind. We don't linger for long, and the journey 
seems endless as we approach Olympia. Unfor
tunately, our planned hotel is full: even more 
unfortunately, we end up in a top-class hotel. 
Sorrow-stricken, we console ourselves with the 
usual dinner, and then to bed .. . 

. .. Tuesday, more sun, more Olympia; our 
legs take us to the site of the ancient games, but 
armies of German tourists have already occupied 
it; once more, nothing is reaUy left except a lot 
of old stones. We dutifully admire the running 
track, boggle at the sight of numerous strange old 
men running up and down it, risking a heart 
attack for a good photograph; and those that 
way inclined take up maps and put everything in 
its rightful place. The pine trees were very pretty, 
J remember. We leave Olympia , towards Delphi, 
lunch at Patras, then across the Gulf of Corinth 
in a boat which enjoyed the crossing Jess than we 
did, and slowly. winding our way along the coast 
and then up into the mountains, slowly, Delphi 
comes nearer .. . 

Delphi! Two nights below the twin peaks, on 
the side of a valley which seemed to pull one 
down into it with consummate ease ... the 
beauty ... the first evening we walk to find the 
Tholos of Delphi, lost amidst groves of secretive 
trees, hidden but not hidden. Morning brings back 
the sun, and we go to the Sanctuary of Pythian 
Apollo, the centre of the world, but the god will 
not speak to us. So hot ... the mountains rise 
up and threaten to crush me ... I find peace 
above the sanctuary, the wasteland of stone 
wears the past like a magnificent robe. Delphi ... 
the beauty was frightening; how could I ever 
come to terms with it - see it for what it is? 
Solitude ... 

4.30 Thursday morning: I was awake -
shaking, but awake. I dress, fall down the stairs, 
fall out into the dark chill of early morning. The 
wind blows, the town is silent and street-lit 
in orange. I climb up through it, up through 
orchards, up through fields of goats, until l find a 
zig-zag path carved out of stone, and the long 
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ascent begins, through the gorse and the stones. 
The sky gradually turns a sort of grey; I quicken 
my step, l leave the path , and then I am on a 
promonotory of rock hanging above a huge cliff 
and Delphi's sanctuary, alone with the winds and 
the past. Alone at last I sit, listen, watch, breathe, 
lose myself. The sky turns to pink; graduaUy 
the pink deepens, red, redder, redder; the sky is 
promising a new birth, the past will become the 
present. there will be another life. Sometime. 
Suddenly the genesis began. Slowly ,so slowly, the 
sky begins its labour, .to bring forth light from 
dark, the eternal resurrection, once a day for a 
million years and more. the sky will give birth. 
The wind blows around me, I wait. the sky wiU 
bring forth light. a new beginning. Slowly, so 
slowly. A new beginning. The sun comes ... to 
bathe me in naked tentative light. Slowly it drags 
itself above the mountains; slowly it becomes 
whole and blinds me, until I can see everything. 
The sun had come - Life had begun. Again. 

My trip to Greece ended there. The rest of 
that day, the journey to Athens and her museum, 
the shortness of a light lost to the haze of a birth
day party, never really counted for anything. 
No. The nascent Delphi sun shone on me for 
days afterwards. 

J. A. Harris 

1__J 

Mother. 'Augusrus, you naughty boy, you've been smokfng. Do you feel very 
bad, dear?: 

Augustus. '171ank you - I'm only dying.' 
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Cohabitation a la Francaise 
~ 

Pendant mon sejour en France,j'ai assiste a un 
lycee d'environ deux mille 'stagiaires'. Ceux de 
ma classe, en premi~re, se trouvaient dans une 
situation pareille a la mienne: ils passeront le 
baccalaur6at l'ete prochain. Mais on etait 
surpris que !'equivalent anglais soit tellement 
specialise. En France Jes cours, d'histoire par 
exemple, sont beaucoup plus generaux, tandis 
qu 'en Anglcterre le cours depend de I' examen de 
l'annee a venir. Pourtant la consequence naturelle 
est la dilution des etudes ... De plus, les 
methodcs d'enseig.nement des langues 
etrang~res me paraissent peu imaginatives. 
Peut-etre est-ii plus pratique de ne pas faire 
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attention a la Litterature du pays, mais tout le 
monde en avait assez de !'analyse inflexible 
d'extraits decousus. L'enseignement du franyais, 
en ce qui concernait ma classe, m'a fait une 
meilleure impression. L'explication de la vie d'un 
auteur ou po~le, de ses idees ou ses allusions, des 
forces contem poraincs, tout en termes clairs que 
moi-meme je comprenais - combine a une 
lecture qui manquait ]'accent ronronnant de 
cette ecole, et qui avait du sens parce qu'on 
comprenait cc qu'on lisait, m'a ranime l'interet 
au franyais. Mais je fais une digression: des classes 
encombrees Ousqu'a quarante en meme temps) et 
des facilites mediocres - des probl~mes auxquels 



presque toutes !es ecoles maintenues par l'etat 
doivent faire face - provoquent des manifest
ations organisees par !es el~ves. 

Cela m'a frappe aussi, la difference entre la vie 
scolaire que j'ai connue en France, et celle de 
laquelle j'ai l'habitude. Cela implique plus que 
l'observa ti on simple qu 'ii n 'y avail pas d 'uniforme, 
qu'en passant au prochain cours tour le monde 
fume: meme qu'on manque cet esprit brutal du 
'public school' qui nous fait jouer au rugby 
malgre le temps glacial. Alors qu'ici :l Sherbome 
nous prenons tous un air superieur, que nous 
sommes obsedes de notre image. et que nous 
criliquons toujours nos propres copains, j'ai 
trouve !es jeunes Fran~ais beaucoup plus terre :l 
terre. II n'y avail pas - c'est-a-dire que je oe J'ai 
pas reconnu - tant de bavardage, meme dans le 
cas d'un etranger. C'est vrai qu'il y avail des gens 
plus ~ la mode que les autres, mais cette distinc
tion ne les separait pas des contemporains, 
comme cela arrive chez nous. Un jour quelqu'un 
m'a offert une tasse de care et j'ai hesite 
d'instincct avant de le prendre. Qu'est-ce qu'il 
voulait? Avait-il crache dedans? Je crains que 
j'aie du l'offenser en hesitant. J'ai ete frustre, 
cependant, par la dirticulte de distinguer la vraie 
amitie de l'hospitalite produite par l'etraflgete 
d'un Anglais. 

C'est cette incertitude qui m ·a gene chez la 
famille dont j'habitais la maison . Etaient-ils 
agrtfables pour moi parce que j'etais agreable 
pour ma part, ou parce que je les payais. Ce qui 
m 'a gene aussi de temps en temps c 'est qu ils 
avaient la 'manie de l'astiquage'. On devait 
porter les pantounes partout. malgre le manque 
de tapis: c'est que, pour Jes Francrais, une maison 
entouree d'un jardin est une idee assez nouvelle. 
J'ai remarque que de te!Jes maisons paraissent 
peut-etre un peu incommodes. Les interets qui 
accompagnent une telle maison sont le bricolage 
et les chiens. un epagneul bruyant chez nous -
toujours consideres comme une passion typique
ment anglaise. Mais ce chien doit passer la 
plupart de la journee enferme dans le garage. Le 
resulta I: un chien qui eclate d'aboyer chaque fois 
qu n'importe qui s'approche de lui. Mais ce n'est 
pas exceptionnel pour Je chien domestique 
fran~ais: ils sont de vrais chiens de garde. Chaque 
jour, pour a lier :l l'ecole, je devais passer par !es 
braguettcs d'une dizaine de sales cabots: des 
chiens-loups gigantesques, des bouledogues qui 
gardent toujours la queue. A La longue, je m 'y 
attendais, et ils sont devenus amusants, aussi bien 
que les discussions en famille :l propos la fa~on 
correcte de plier la nappe! Mais ii ne fallait pas 
s'interposer. Le fils cadet, age de quatorze ans, 

etait persecute par les autres. C'est lui qui n·avait 
jamais raison quand ii la pliait, qui a du me rendre 
sa chambre pendant un mois. II voulait devenir 
cure, et les autres se moquaient de lui. En meme 
temps ii etait maladroit, ii ronnait pendant le 
jour, ii disait des betises, et tout cela m'a irrite, 
tout cruel que ce soil. J'ai conclue qu'il ne valait 
pas chercher des liens sentimentaux pendant un 
si court sejour. Mais j'allais observer. 

Selon les Anglais, leurs voisins de l'autre cote 
de la Manche sont assez pittoresques: c'est 
l'image du provincial au tricot raye et au beret 
noir, qui porte des oignons. Par consequent. ils 
sont surpris et amuses quand ils voient les 
Francrais se prendre au serieux. J'etais en France 
pendant les campagnes electorales, et chaque nu it 
pendant une sem:iinc on diffusait a la television 
des lisles presentees par les partis politiques (la 
television etait allumee toujours, au fond sonore). 
A cause de la proportionnelle, les partis 
d 'extremistes communistes revolu tionnaire, 
From National, vcrts - sont rcprcsentes en 
rneme temps que !es geants PS. UDF, RPR. 
Voita un avantage de l'examen du 'Francrais des 
Affaires'. La plupart de la famille ne comprenajt 
pas ces sigles, ni les tendances impliquees. Ceux
la sont caracterises par une fa~on de s'exprimer 
assez pure: directe ou en forme d'entrevue: 
ceux-ci par unc introduction qui comprend de la 
musique et des images electroniques, et un air 
general de confiance en soi. Pour les socialistes, 
des profils divers de Fabius, le premier ministre 
normand, renseignent l'electorat, d·un air plutot 
paternel, meme condescendant. sur Jes exploits 
de son gouvernement dans la lutte contre la crise. 
Puis la droite, souvent aussitot apr~s la gauche. et 
d'un air pareil, repond que les socialistes n 'ont 
pas honore leurs promesses inauguraJes. Et enfm 
iJ y a de la farce: Initiative '86! Ciao la crise! 
Bonjour l'emploi! - un parti dont le leader. un 
petit bonhomme souriant qui porte un noeud 
papttton a pots, se decrit: ni droite, ni gauche, 
bref, avec lui ii ne faudra pas s'inquieter. Tout 
cela est naturellement exploite par les corniques, 
surtout dans une emission qui consiste en des 
poupees qui s'appellent Kermitterand, FaFa 
l'Ecureil, Black Jack et ainsi de suite, emission 
interdite jusqu·au lendemain des elections. 

Je terminerai avec la question des adieux. 
Malgre !es dizaines de minutes qu 'on avail 
rhabitude ~ passer :l des salutations Jes plus 
desinvoltes, la famille est sortie, le mat in de 
mon depart. tous sauf la m~re, sans rien me 
dire ... c'est la vie. 

R. P. Cummins 
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Geography Field Trip 
Castleton, Derbshire, 1986 

This was the event of 1986. The dates 23rd 
to 28th March had been engraved on our fore
heads for an age. We were unfortunate enough 
to miss the climax of another. term, but it was 
with broad smiles and a ghetto blaster that the 
intrepid geographers set out. Having ravaged 
several service stations and nearly having been 
driven in to the motorway ditch by Dr. Tommis, 
the explorers would have been quite content to 
reach their destination, but it was not to be. 
Mr. Kene and Mr. Lowson became immersed in 
their rally driving race and, showing a geographer's 
true ability to read maps, drove off towards 
Glasgow. 

Having left the sheltered and sunny little town 
of Sherborne in the morning, it was quite a shock 
even to experience the temperature change 

- (which we were of course al l plotting on graph 
charts in the mini-buses) at the service station, 
but everybody thought they had had their worst 
suspicions of 'the North' confirmed when, as the 
journey progressed, the sun gave way lo clouds, 
the clouds turned into driule , and the drizzle 
was replaced by blankets of rain and occasionally 
a burst of snow to relieve the monotony. Natur
ally every change was furiously plolted by the 
eager students who were nevertheless dis
appointed not to have spotted either a pet pigeon 
or a whippet during their stay in Northern 
foreign parts. 

Losehill Hall was surprisingly comfortable and 
we all enjoyed the ex tensive working facilities 
on the ground Ooor. The I !all had originally been 
a country house with a huge oak staircase at its 
heart , but had been converted, with the addition 
of some boarding facilities , to cater for the every 
need of a variety of fie ld study courses. There 
was evidence of this variety in teaching on the 
very Ooor of our lecture room. We were lucky 
enough to be able to gather such momentoes of 
our trips as discarded pieces of sheep neece, the 
remains of a spinning class which had taken place 
the week before. The Field Centre lecturer-in
charge was soon to capture us and give us a three 
hour introductory talk from supper until what 
was considered to be our bedtime. Naturally this 
did not go down too well with the avid geog
raphers who had been forced to sit still for most 
of the day. In thjs talk he expressed his hope to 
ftll up every minute of our day with work, and 
promised to make us hare our week of study. 
This stuck in my mind, and l began to wonder 
whether he would succeed. 
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The next morning the majority breakfasted 
at eight, although many were woken earlier by 
shouts of delight and running up and down the 
corridor. 'They've arrived!' was heard being 
muttered and whispered a multitude of times. 
However, they hadn't, and Lloyd was to be 
frustrated until lunchtime before the much talked 
about female biology students from Nottingham 
arrived. To calm the excitement after that first 
breakfast in Losehill Hall we were taken on an 
extensive tour of the Derbyshire countryside. 
Equipped with rain soaked questionnaires and 
thermos flasks of coffee, we played 'follow the 
leader' whilst learning much about Karst (lime
stone) rock formations, which were predominant 
in the region. Unfortunately the light rain was to 
turn in to heavy snow, but, despite the small 
blizzard which cut visibility to Jess than ten 
metres at times, we carried on our guided tour of 
rock formations, even though most had been 
covered in a blanket of scenically attractive white 
snow. Later we were generously given the oppor
tunity of having a coffee break behind a snowdrift 
on top of the tor. Not surprisingly we declined 
this most considerate offer and stomped off 
towards Losehi!L Hall. After a stop for lunch, in 
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which it was possible to de-frost our extremities, 
we were whisked away to experience the wonders 
of Blue John Cavern. It did not rain in this series 
of mining tunneis and everybody was much 
happier. On the cavern walls were occasional 
seams of this petroleum-lined rock, which is 
unique to the area of Castleton, and can be tu med 
into very attractive ornate bowls. The stalactites 
and stalagmites were thousands of years old and 
made a wonderfully unreal scene. The caverns 
themselves had been hollowed out by enormous 
boulders being carried in a whirlpool, some of 
which remaind precipitously balanced on the 
ledges of the cavern walls. This was a truly 
remarkable experience. Everybody should go to 
the Blue John mines if they ever get the chance. 
I-laving made up for not having been outside all 
afternoon by soaking each other with snowballs, 
some of which 'accidentally' strayed towards 
Mr. Kene and colleagues, we returned to supper. 
After supper another three hour period was 
conducted by the geography lecturer, and the 
nine o'clock news was found to provide an 
interesting alternative about half way through. 

After this the days seemed to merge a little. 
Jn aJI we spent five days exploring the rugged 



countryside, with the study centre officials at 
the controls for all the physical geography 
projects and our own school masters, part
icularly Dr. Tommis, who worked very hard to 
produce notes and arrange trips, taking over to 
teach the human geography aspect. To the great 
pleasure of Mr. Kene, who had been looking for
ward to the hydrology day for some months, 
we managed to disprove the ancient theory of a 
geographer called Davis who had decided tbar a 
river progressed through a lifecycle of stages, 
from youth to maturity. Of course, th.is delighted 
everybody. We fast learned how to measure all 
sorts of peculfar properties of rivers, (flow rates, 
discharge, etc.) being entrusted with such 
scientific equipment as string and Bonfo dog 
biscuits (as floats, of course). Having thoroughly 
inspected the hydrology of the area we proceeded 
to measure slope angles. This was particularly 
hazardous at times, such as when Bill Gill, under 
the instruction of the ever-caring field course 
manager, let go of the small rock face leading up 
to Peverill Castle and then descended the rocky 
hill side backwards al a good speed on his knees 
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and chest. In far more dramatic style Chris 
Drake took the opportunity of trying his hand at 
toboggoning (without one) down an almost sheer 
valley face. 

On another day we were left to conduct our 
own inquiries into the evolution of the surround
ing rural settlements. Being competent students 
we managed to situate ourselves in places where 
the community was likely to gather in order to 
carry out our 'village surveys' efficiently. The 
pub grub made a welcome substitute to the now 
familiar packed lunches. In the evening we were 
given the opportunity of relating our adven
tures to the rest of the groups, and this proved 
to be far more entertaining, if not more worth· 
while, than any of our other evening sessions. A 
spark of life was injected in to the proceedings; 
a much needed recharging of humour. The 
highlight of our trip was undoubtedly the trip to 
Sheffield, and guided tour of housing problems 
in the inner city at the hands of Dr. Gwyn Rowley, 
Senior Lecturer in the University's Geography 
DepartmenL. Here we saw the depressing squalor 
in which most of the community had to live. 



We visited the 'Streets in the Sky' - a mon
strously run-down tower block where the walking 
and playing areas beneath had to be covered over 
or boarded up to protect people from the rubbish 
inhabitants discarded from their windows. Here 
televisions were reported to fly - incredible, 
huh? The flats seemed to have deteriorated inside 
and to be totally impractical for a modern 
lifestyle as well as mentally stressful , which was 
especially surprising as they were considered to 
be a perfect urban environment when built in the 
1960's . Dr. Tommis was seen to grin broadly 
when an old resident of this block shouted a 
confirmation of hjs political sentiments, not 
without due cause - 'Death of Thatcher!' Some 
sights were truly atrocious and appalling. Later we 
conducted a questionnaire survey into social 
problems such as unemployment, divorce, 
burglary and graffiti appearing on walls. The 
results were a far cry from our sheltered Sher
borne environment! 

Luckily nobody was seriously ill on this trip, 
but Nick Bryan was heard to be complaining of 
having picked up a rash. Was it self-inflicted? 

I do not think there was one of the School 
party who did not consider himself to have 
benefited enormously in additional under
standing of geographical concepts and techniques. 
l am sure every one of us would like to thank 
the members of staff who gave up part of their 
free time and family lives to educate us more 
thoroughly and showed us how we could apply 
ou r understanding to real situations. 

W. Gill 
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Hockey 

1st XI 

The Lent Term began in its usual way with the boys having to contend with rain, frost and snow; 
fortunately this season the acquisition of an artificial turf pitch meant that for possibly the first time 
in the history of the School, hockey was played on every available day in the term. The only fixture 
to come under any doubt, because of a snow covering, was Bryanston; all credit to the ground staff 
for clearing the pitch. Without doubt the new surface proved its worth to all who coached and played 
on it, allowing skills and methods to be taught without fear of divots, bad bounces and wet grass. 
Unfortunately it proved at a very early stage how lacking in skill our boys were in comparison with 
their counterparts at, for example, Millfield, Marlborough or Canford, all of whom were familiar with 
the tactics and techniques required for all weather play. The feeling was that they were playing on a 
better surface, whereas we were starting on a new surface, consequently the season proved to be very 
much a learning stage. 

Although the results proved to be disappointing, the pleasing aspect was the improvement in 
standard of play as the season progressed to finish with two marvellously skilful matches against 
Millfield and Canford. The contest with Millfield was certainly an eye opener to our side when they 
realised that their mistakes in midfield could be severely punished with the end result being a goal. 
The Canford game followed a similar pattern, the difference being that we began to find the net, 
which in previous games had undoubtedly been the major difficulty. The difference to playing on 
grass is seen by the number of high scoring games, unfortunately with our opposition usually finding 
the target far more regularly than the xr. 

It had been hoped to base the side on a strong back three with a sweeper to cover and a combative 
midfield trio to provide fodder to the front runners. Unfortunately this was not the case . The problems 
started with the Joss of Adam Wright through injury. Then as the term progressed Ed Siegle, Jamie 
Cunningham and Andrew Morton all departed for sunnier climes to improve their Spanish. As they 
comprised the fust choice back three, pressure came on others to play in unfamiliar positions to 
cover their departure. Allied to this, the loss of Aadel Kardooni to the international rugby field meant 
that a number of boys from the Colts had to be tried at a relatively early stage. When the team 
settled to play as a unit, an inability to turn pressure into goals was evident, as was the taking of 
chances. 

Looking to the futu re, which was done from an early stage in the term: of the twenty-one boys to 
represent the XI, sixteen are in the present L.6 or below. Hopefully the lessons of this season will 
come to fruition over the next Lent term. 

Although success was not always forthcoming, there was no Jack of physical effort from those who 
finished the season and those who filled in along the way. The game on artificial surfaces, as seen in 
the Olympics, has become extremely skilful , both for the individual and unit, to the extent of being 
pictured as a moving chess game. Unfortunately our mental processes were considerably behind our 
major opponents in both areas. 

My thanks must go to Fergus Millar as Captain and Adam Wright in his running of the Junior 
leagues. Finally , my thanks to both GCA and Gavin Featherstone for all the time and energy devoted 
to all the boys who played on the Upper. 
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Representative Honours: Dorset U I 8 - Millar and Wright. 

Squad: F. MiUar* (Capt.), A. Wright* , A. Kardooni*, D. Stober*, S. Williams, A. Morton, E. Siegle. 
J . Alexander, J. Cumming, J. White , J. Longman*, W. JodreU, J. Cunningham, J . Kraunsoe. 

Also played: C. Davis, S. Oliver, G. McLean, P. Hodges, A. Uewelyn, P. Chambers. 

Results: Played 15, Won 3, Drawn 2, Lost 10 

Downside 
Monkton Combe 
Bryanston 
Dauntsey's 
King's Taunton 
King's Bruton 
Taunton 
Marlborough 
Mill f1eld 
Can ford 
Occidentals 
Dorset A 
Dorset Schoolmasters 
Alan Clayton's XI 
Pilgrims 
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D I - 1 
L I - 3 
w 5 - 3 
w 3 - 2 
L I ~ 

L l - 2 
L l - 2 
L I - 6 
L l - 5 
L 3 - 5 
L 2 - 5 
w 4 - 0 
L 2 - 4 
L 2 6 
D 4 - 4 

{Home) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
{llome) 
(Home) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
(Home) 
(Home) 

D.A.S. 



2nd XI 

It would not be fair to call this a successful term 's hockey. Too many games were thrown away 
and there was a rather disappointing attitude to the hard work necessary for improvement. Basic 
techniques were found Jacking in every player, but it was expected that the new surface would help 
to correct these naws. How wrong these expectations were, as the surface merely highlighted players' 
deficiencies. 

A win against Downside was quickly followed by a most disappointing defeat at Monkton Combe, 
where the team gave away a soft goal, having had most of the pressure. Dauntsey's succumbed to a 
fine inruvidual effort from Davis. King's Taunton deserved to win a scrappy encounter. Then two 
draws , which were not a true reflection of how much pressure Sherborne enjoyed , and wasted. 
Taunton - nightmare! This was one of the most inept performances I have ever witnessed , especially 
since goalkeeper Williams was brilliant! Marlborough was little better. However, we had a respite from 
depression with a good win at Millfield, though the team returned to norm against King's Bruton and 
Can ford. 

Kraunsoe and Williams shared keeping duties, and both proved excellent in most respects, though 
each would admit to having the odd fault. At the back, we were able to coin a new word : to FAFF. 
Roughly translated this means to become flustered when not under pressure and then to give the ball 
to a grateful opponent. Messrs. Hatch, Dunn , Chambers, Oliver, Swann, Cumming were aJl able 
exponents of the art of faffing, but King Faffer was undoubtedly McLean! We lacked bite in front 
of goal, though there were some extraordinary moments provided by Hjaltun, Davis, Wilson and 
Wansborough. 

Winston Churchill once said : 'Criticism may not be agreeable, but it is necessary ... it calls attention 
to an unhealthy state 0f things'. My main criticism would be that the members of this team were not 
prepared to work hard at the game and that they were not prepared to listen to the large amount of 
good advice they were given. 'The greatest fault is be conscious of none.' (Thomas Carlyle). 

I hope that some of this team will have learnt something - some will have to if they are to play at 
a higher level. I have enjoyed many of the moments, though I wish I could have shared the optimism 
of one of the team who, after the drubbing at Taunton , was heard 10 say , 'We would have beaten you 
on our all-weather'! 

My thanks to John Swann and John Cumming for their captaincy and to Mervyn Brown and his 
staff, but especially to David Scott and Gavin Featherstone, for their incredible patience. 

Players: J. Kraunsoe, S. Williams, A. Hatch, C. Dunn, G. McLean , P. Chambers, J. Cumming,S. Oliver, 
J. Swann, M. Hjaltun , C. Davis, T. Wilson, G. Wansborough , J. Brown , S. Campbell, P. Hodges, 
A. Ward, C. Lee, N. Dean. 

Scorers: T. Wilson 4, C. Davis 2, A. Ward 2, J. Brown 1, M. Hjaltun I, J. Swann I , S. Oliver I, 
S. Campbell l. 

Results: Played 11, Won 3, Lost 6, Drawn 2. Goals for 13. Goals against 29. 

Downside 
Monkton Combe 
Dauntsey's 
King's Taunton 
Milton Abbey 1st XI 
Clayesmore 1st XI 
Taunton 
Marlborough 
Mill field 
King's Bruton 
Can ford 
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w 3 - 0 
L 0 - t 
w 2 - 1 
L I - 2 
D 1 - 1 
D I - I 
L 0 - 9 
L I - S 
w 2 - 0 
L 0 - 4 
L 2 - S 

(Home) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Home) 
(Away) 
(Away) 
(Home) 

G.C.A. 



3rd XI 

It is the end of April; the sun is shining, a rare event. While in 1985 I kept my fingers crossed that 
the rain would severely limit the number of matches the Thirds would have to play, this year's team 
looked promising. It was a frustrating time on the Lower when, with the all weather pitch glistening 
on the Upper, it was the frost which caused the first three matches of the term to be cancelled. 
Eventually King's Taunton were encountered on a very hard Pitch 7. After the long wait it was 
disappointing when, because of injuries, a makeshift team took the field. King's played in their usual 
competitive, direct manner while Sherbome struggled to control the ball on the bumpy pitch. The 
defence enjoyed living dangerously, trying to play all weather pitch hockey on a very different surface. 
Adaptability bas never been Sherborne's strong point! However, James Spencer-Jones, with his unique 
hands apart style, scored three excellent goals and a three all draw salvaged some pride. Taunton, 
away, with only one match behind us was viewed with apprehension. In a robust game in which 
Rupert Brown was the outstanding player we were unlucky to lose 0 - I, having hit the woodwork 
and had several chances. James Spencer-Jones' scoring power was sadly missed. 

Marlborough were disheartened by a very wet and sticky Pitch 8 and it was to the team's credit 
that they kept their heads, just, when opposed by some brave but reckless goalkeeping by the Marl
borough keeper. No one can remember the score but 4 - 1 rings a bell, James Spencer-Jones scoring 
another hat-trick. ln the final encounter of the term a weakened Canford team were no match for 
James Spencer-Jones who scored his hat trick of hat tricks, and the inspiring captain and irrepressible 
centre forward , Nick Bryan, who at last got the ball in the net - legally! With two wins and a draw in 
four matches the season ended on a high note. While James Spencer-Jones was the player of the season, 
the other 10 men provided admirable support in what was essentially a team effort. My thanks to 
Nick for upholding the spirit of the 3rd Xl and to Sherborne School for Girls for helping build team 
morale by graciously allowing the l I heroes of the 3rd XI to beat them 9 - 0 in a very enjoyable 
game on the all weather pitch. 

Team from: N. Bryan , J. Spencer-Jones, A. Ward, C. Lee, N. Nisbet, J-P. Boutin, N. Dean , J. Burn , 
R. Brown, J. Eeles, P. Dare Bryan, N. Davis, T. Wilson, S. Campbell and assorted guest players from 
the 2nd and 4th XI's. 

MJ.H. 

4th XI 

Unbeaten in School matches and losing only to the mailed fist of the Junior Leaders Regt. (RAC) 
was the enviable record this season. The switch of the captain Neil Bulstrode to half back and Simon 
Campbell to centre forward gave not only security to defence but also skill and speed to the attack. 
Clive Bastin was tireless as an inside and Tom Ainger , when he wasn't playing the French horn, new 
up the wing - sometimes with the ball under control. Perhaps the real secret of the team was the 
evident enjoyment with which they played the game even througl1 the chilling winds of February. 
Not for them the delicate pushed square ball, but instead it was hit vigorously from end to end. The 
defence was always reliable, as a suing of zeros to the opposition bears testimony, and even against 
Can ford, when we suddenly found ourselves without a goalkeeper, we still managed to win com
fortably. 

Our thanks go to Mr. Sugden for helping with the coaching and umpiring in the icy conditions and 
to the 3rd XJ for providing valuable opposition for practice. 

Team: Reade, Heywood, Condon , Liddiard, Nisbet. Bulstrode (captain), Ainger, Bastin , Campbell, 
Welchman , Dowding. 

Results: Played 7, Won 6, Lost I, Drew 0. 

G.HJ.F. 
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Junior Colts A 

The team started the season in fine style with two impressive wins over Downside (6 - I) and 
Monkton Coombe (4 - l) with Painter top of the score sheet. 

The promotion of right wing Kitchin to the Colts greatly reduced the attacking options, so the 
team were never afterwards able to dominate the opposition to the same extent. 

Poor weather caused the cancellation of the fixtures against Bryanston and Dauntsey's, and 
although we dominated much of the game with King's Taunton, the result was determined by a 
penalty flick to King's Taunton. 

A draw with King's Bruton (0 - O) was followed by a 0 - 3 defeat at the hands of a skilful Taunton 
side. An opportunist goal gave the team a win over Marlborough (1 - 0) and in an exciting game with 
Millfield the honours were shared (0 - 0). In the final match some defensive lapses enabled Canford 
to overcome a two goal deficit to win 4 - 2. 

The side was well led by de la Hey who, as a sweeper, showed great presence under pressure. 
Bulstrode, a courageous, if slightly erratic , goalkeeper, was ably assisted in defence by Lloyd and 
Pu~ley. Canning, Ratcliffe and van den Born combined well in mid-field. Ratcliffe grew in stature as 
the season progressed and van den Born displayed some superlative stick work , although. one couldn't 
guarantee to get the ball back! Painter will have to work to improve his ball control as most of his 
goals were scored from pressurising goalkeepers, whereas Murray was quite the opposite. 

As a year group they were rewarding to coach and the new all weather pitch has done a great deal 
for their enthusiasm for the game. Finally, my thanks to SD AM for his assistance in coaching and 
selecting the sides. 

Also played: Pratt , Black, White , Colby, Smithson, Leeke, Craig, Williams. 

Results: Played 8, Won 3, Lost 3, Drawn 2. 

Under 14 

J.P.W. 

Selecting an U 14 hockey team is never easy. There is usually a large number of eager and enthusiastic 
13 year olds, there is only one game and most of the faces one has never seen before. So what does 
one look for? 

A few immediately stand out because they seem to be able to control the ball with the stick and 
also seem to know how the game should be played. But there is more to the game than clever stick
work. One also looks for speed, determination, hitting power, accurate passing, team work and, per
haps most important, in telligence. In the final analysis one is looking for those who can score goals 
and those who can prevent goals being scored against them. 

The results this year suggest that many of these qualities were not much in evidence. They can 
only be developed by playing games and, on account of the weather and for other reasons, not enough 
games were played. 

The season started quite well with wins against Downside and Monkton Combe. Thereafter the 
weather closed in, the next two matches were cancelled and the best player , the captain, Michael 
Ratcliffe, was promoted to the Junior Colts. This necessitated a complete reorganisation of the 
team, but they were not to win another match for the rest of the season. 

There were no obvious wings. Perkins is a very promising player but his lack of inches is a handicap 
at present. On the left Tweedale and Pittman both played with determination but found the effective 
pass to the centre difficult to master. Crowe, a newcomer to the game, who played in various positions, 
obviously has a lot of potential. 
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The inside forwards , Westwater, Macbeth, Davies and Levy, all had a lot of individual talent but 
failed to get their act together to enable them to outwit the opposition and score goals. Davies later 
played at centre half where he was much more effective and began to dominate the play, as one would 
expect from someone selected for the West of England U 14 squad. 

Of the other halves, Stevens was potentially the most improved player until stricken with injury. 
Paterson proved a very competent substitute. On the right Campbell used his head , and his stick, to 
good effect. 

The backs had their strengths and weaknesses. Clark was an excellent tackler but had hitting prob
lems all season. Richardson had all round competence. Kingsley was the best hitter of the ball on the 
game but tended to do it too Late. 

Despite the number of goals scored against us, the award for the 'man of the season' I th.ink should 
go to Marchant-Smith in goal. Never having played hockey before and, at the beginning, not even 
knowing the rules, he showed he has exactly the right temperament for this difficult position. Good 
luck to him in the future. 

Finally, congratulations to the B team, who won all their matches except one, and that was against 
another school's A team. 

A Team results: Played 8, Won 2, Drew 2, Lost 4. 

J .P.R. 

Basketball 
For the first time in six years we were unable to train as an afternoon activity. Many of the boys 

who played basketball in the lower school had other sports as well that they were involved in. 
Consequently, we had to make do with lunchtime practices and we felt at the beginning of term that 
this would be a poor season. However, the senior team amazed both their coach and themselves when 
they won six of their eight fixtures , only losing by one basket to Clifton, after a poor performance, 
and also to Bryanston in the last match of the season. Both of these matches were played in the latter 
half, when Davis was away on exchange in Germany. Rintoul, Slade and Peters led the attack while 
Brown frequently shone in defence. In fact the moment o f the season must be at the beginning of 
the Clifton match when Slade, having just stepped into the opposition half, picked up the ball and 
sank a 38 foot, 3 point shot before casually strolling back to defend. The look on the faces of all the 
opposition, and the referee, is a memory I will treasure for many years. 

The Under 16 team went through the season unbeaten. In fact few sides even gave them a close 
game. Ashworth, King, Williams and Macdonald all played excellently at times, while the second 
five managed to get a lot of court time. The Under 15 team also remained unbeaten and here again 
King and WilJiams led by example both in offence and defence. The Under 14 team won three out of 
five games; on both occasions their defeat was at the hands of Fosters. 

The number of fixtures lost because of the industrial action was disappointing. St. Aldhelms, 
Gillingham, Shaftesbury, Sturminster and Blandford all cancelled some fixtures. ff this continues, I 
will need to reconsider whether it is worthwhile playing at the junior levels. 

In the North Dorset Championships we just missed a clean sweep of all the cups. We won the 
Seniors and Under 16 Competitions and came runners-up to Fosters in the Under 14 age group. 

Results: Seniors - Played 8, Won 6, Lost 2 
Under 16's - Played 8, Won 8 
Under l 5's - Played 5, Won 5 
Under 14's - Played 5, Won 3, Lost 2. 

L.D.G. 
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The Thought Sport 

What sport: a) is as challenging mentally as physically? 
b) takes you to the most beautiful parts of Britain? 
c) produces an excuse to miss the Sunday Abbey Service? 
d) begins with 0 and ends in G? 

If you have not yet guessed the name of the sport that I am referring to, then you prove my point: 
that orienteering does not receive as much publicity within the school as it deserves. 

Orienteering is a competitive sport in which the aim is to navigate between a series of checkpoints 
as quickly as possible, choosing your own route, using a compass and a detailed map. The course 
distances range from 3 km to 15 km and the courses are usually in forests to impede navigation. 
Nationally, orienteering is very much an 'up and coming' sport. 

The school club, Sherbome Foresters, has had another successful year. Sherborne Foresters, 
despite being low in numbers (membership is only 25), have represented the club in a wide range of 
locations this year, from Germany and Sweden to Inverness, the Lakes and, nearer home, Copley 
Woods. 

The club annually provides the manpower and brawn at the Weymouth Orienteers' Badge event -
this year it was held at Puddletown on 16th March. The club was responsible for the finish . With over 
600 finishers, this was no easy task. After much meticulous organisation and preparation, our fmish 
set.up appeared to be an attempt to surpass British Telecom's hi-tech appearance, with radio com
munications and tens of yards of fluorescent orange tape - yes, fluorescent tape. And who was 
operating the stop watch when Steve Nicholson finished, winning his class by two seconds? On a 
more serious note, we must thank all those who gave up their Sunday lie-in to come and help, 
particularly the non-orienteers. 

The highlight of our season was the Jan Kjellstrom 3 day International Event in East Anglia. The 
three thousand plus entries included seven Sherbome Foresters. The most successful part of the 
festival was the relays on the third day. Roger Gibson, James Chappell and an anonymous M2l made 
up the victorious Short Ad Hoc team - and where did that silver cup go, James? 

James Fussell, Nicholas Nisbet and Ru 'Where am I?' Jones ran in the Short Open class, again 
proving their orienteering abilities. 

Steve Nicholson deserted S.F. to run for the South London Ul 9 team. He ran the fastest individual 
leg time, and his team won the U19's trophy. 

More congratulations and laurels must go to James Chap.pell for a number of good performances, 
particularly for winning his age group at Leigh Woods in J anuary; and to J ames Fussell and Nicholas 
Nisbet for surviving the hardships of being Ml9's - not only having to run for twice as long (or twice 
as far) as anyone else, but also for paying twice the entry fees! More seriously, to Steve Nicholson 
(who?) , our own international , fo r his G.B. selection in the U2 1 Denmark/Sweden/G.B. international, 
and for a series of impressive wins this year. 

Finally, we must thank Mr. Gibson fo r his commitment and dedication to the boys in driving them 
vast distances early on Sunday mornings to compete in events. 

A Sherborne Forester 
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Cross County 
I have been meditating on 'success' these many weeks. My thoughts were prompted by the necessity 

of writing an account of the 1986 Cross Country season. It has, indeed, in terms of matches won, 
trophies brought home and County colours attained, been an outstanding 'success'. But what, I have 
considered in earnest philosophical debate with myself, is success? Is it merely 'coming first', being 
chosen to run for the County, being able to take a shining silver trophy to the Headmaster? 

I consulted my dictionary. 'Success: the prosperous achievement of something attempted ; the 
attainment of an object according to one's desire.' My Thesaurus added the idea of 'breakthrough'. 
No, I thought, success is something more than coming first or winning a cup. ft is in reality the 
fulfilment of determination, of effort, of dedication, something that is only likely to be attained 
through commitment and seriousness of purpose. It is also the realisation that this 'success' can never 
be guaranteed or taken for granted: winning a trophy one year does not mean it is thus won the next 
year. It seems to me that the reason for this season's outstanding success is that those boys who have 
been members of the Cross Country squad have shown these qualities and appreciated the true values 
that lie behind the idea of success. Without forgetting the effort of those involved in organising and 
coaching it would be right to single out the members of the Upper Sixth and especially S. B. Nicholson, 
our Captain for the last two years, for their example and inspiration. They go on to other things in 
other places but we thank them for their con tribution to our success and wish them well. 

Lists of results never truly represent the real nature of success and what it means to tho~e who 
have participated , so I will merely remark on some of the more significant achievements this season. 
Twelve boys were awarded County colours - the best-ever result from a single school in Dorset. 
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Photographs of the Senior and Colts teams with trophies won on the Ken Baily Championships 

Senior 
S. B. Nicholson (g) 
E.G. Dru Drury (g) 
H. W. Tarver (c) 

Colts 
A. M. Barrett (c) 
M. G. Wheeler (h) 
C. A. Boulton (c) 
R . D. Edwards (f) 
B. R. C. Siggers (e) 

Junior 
R.J. Waters(b) 
L. S. Collier (d) 
A. C. G. Shaw (g) 

Seven of these (Nicholson, Dru Drury , Tarver, Wheeler, Siggers, Waters, Collier) ran for the County 
in the All·England Championships at Durham. Another notable 'first' was at the Wellington Trophy 
where Sherborne teams won all three age groups - the first time any school has ever done this. Both 
Senior and Colts teams won almost all of their major trophies, and in a new fixture against Clifton, 
Cheltenham and Malvern, the Colts won their age group while the seniors and juniors came second. 
In the Ken Baily Championships at Poole both Colts and Senior teams came first, defeating strong 
opposition from Bryanston and Marlborough. And finally, on a very cold and bitter afternoon on the 
Terraces, the Colts won their age group in the Sherborne Trophy by a remarkable 82 points. 

All of this is success. But it will be true success only if the spirit that brought cups and victory this 
season continues into the future - I feel sure that it will. 

J.H. 
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Soccer 
More boys in the School opting for soccer than ever before resulted in the overall standard of play 

being improved, but paradoxfoaUy, the 1st X1 was weaker than it has been for some years and there
fore, in terms of results, it was rather a fallow season. It is not unfair to say of the lst XI that there 
were no outstanding individuals, which meant that there was no model for the lesser players to 
emulate, nor is it unfair to say that the two top teams contained about 15 or 16 players who were of 
approximately the same standard and that half a dozen of these necessarily found themselves in the 
Isl Xl. Some of the Lower Sixth in particular would have benefited from a season in the 2nd XI to 
remind them of what a football is and of how to play the game. I am, however, glad to repon that 
some soccer is now being played and coached at various times in the third and fourth forms, so perhaps 
the enforced giving up of the game for three years will now be a thing of the past, and boys coming 
into the Lower Sixth will quickJy resume their old footballing habits. 

An experienced, organised Foster's side, who were well into their season, beat us soundly 4 - 0 
in our first school match. We performed poorly and deserved to lose by that score. For the next game, 
against Downside, half the side (out of 11 players?) was changed and we played better, but still went 
down 4 - I , mainly due to I 0 minutes total panic which allowed them to score three soft goals. 
Our one victory was then achieved, and away, no less. The basic scoreline of 2 I shou ld be kept in 
mind, not the overall statistics which would read something like: Sherborne 30% possession, King's 
Taunton 70%, Sherborne 4 goal attempts, King's Taunton 20. Ali Vassigh should be singled out for 
ensuring that we won the day. Against Bristol Grammar we were worth a draw, but had to settle for 
a 3 - 2 defeat, losing out, as so often seemed to be the case, to acquired football knowledge and skill. 
ln a season when we could have done without it, the O.S. fielded their strongest side for years and the 
School was defeated 4 - 2. The final two games of the term were nightmarish encounters with 
Shaftesbury and Clifton, both of which we easily lost by five goals. 

Yes, the results do make grim reading, and yes, they would have been improved had the vagaries 
of the weather and industrial inaction not deprived us of the chance of getting some much-needed 
goal-scoring practice against some of the weaker sides we entertain, or had Ben Figgis not suffered a 
bad injury so early in the season. We did, however, gain a Jot of enjoyment from our football. and 
that is surely important. Ali Vassigh tells me he is likely to make a full recovery from the back strain 
caused by reaching into the net so often to retrieve the ball. Karl Taylor ensured that the grass 
stayed at a reasonable height in his area of the pitch by using his leg as a scythe to cut down anything 
higher than a centimetre. Alistair HouJdsworth, the captain, played through some bad patches to 
score some vital goals. Tom Ward imperturbably kept his head while all around were losing theirs. 
Olly Kelly was as effervescent and as unpredictable as ever. The midfield consisted of a permutation 
of Adam James, Mike Lawson, Mike Calvelli, John Brock, and Pepe Paul. They all grew in stature 
during the course of the term and are mostly Lower Sixth, so they will be pressing hard for places 
next year. Up front Stuart Rintoul and Gavin White battled hard (not with each other) to see who 
could get the ball nearer goal - Stuart finished marginally ahead. 

And what of the 2nd XT, the main reason for most people reading this article? The usual blend of 
experience - not necessarily footballing - (Knap man, Garland, Brown, Simmons), of pace (Von Nagel, 
Levy), of subtlety (Slade , Arnold) and of enthusiasm (Gill, Chaddock, Langlands, Howells) produced 
the customary diet of plenty of goal-mouth action at both ends and entertainment for players and 
spectators alike. 

Thanks are due on my part to M LM for cheerfully arranging fixtures so efficiently - sometimes 
at very short notice! NWL's coaching, refereeing and playing were much appreciated by both boys 
and myself. TR B, GT and ST made sure that structured games took place for those not in the top 22. 
Finally , thank you to the l st Hockey Xl and to the England cricket side for enabling our run of poor 
results to go virtually unnoticed. 

Results: Played 7, Won I, Lost 6, Drawn 0. Goals for 8. Goals against 27. 

D.B.C. 
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'Well, don't just stand there - somebody get a fix ture-card!' 

Fives 

January 2. Minibuses and British Rail bring ninety-five competitors to the West of England Schools 
Open Championships at Sherborne. Among these, six Shirburnians, fou r of whom were still in 1985! 
The championships start and James Fussell suffers an unexpected defeat: 'Tactical,' says James: 'Lack 
of fitness,' says M JC. The tactical defeat proved to be correct, as he went on to win the Senior Barnes 
Tankard Competition, the first victory by a Shirburnian in schoolboy competitions. In the doubles 
James Fussell and Ian Groom played very well and Jost in three games in the quarter finals. 

During the term, numbers playing were higher than ever and the School had an excellent season 
with some good results. My lasting memories will be of James Fussell having a match ball against 
Tony Wynn (the number two player in the country) and just losing 16 -14 ; the aggressive play of 
Ian Groom in the doubles; the hard work of Stephen Martin and Jake Pearce in the second pair, 
trying to gain enough points for vicwry . The first pair never lost a doubles match. 

The result tally of played 9, won 4, lost 5 does not do the team ju stice, but four of the five defeats 
were against club sides and the defeat against the Pilgrims was by only one point. 

In early April the highlight of the season was J ames Fussell and Ian Groom reaching the semi-final 
of the All England Schools Doubles, where they defeated the much fancied St. Paul's pair. Although 
James lost his singles to the eventual winner of the competition, he did gain far more points than 
anyone else against him . 

May 1 end by saying a sincere thank you to the four, who have given so much to the game, to me 
and to the School. J hope they will continue to enjoy the game in the future and come back soon to 
defeat the staff! 

Colours awarded to: J. Fussell, I. Groom, S. Martin, J . Pearce 

2nd JV: T. Rowland, G- Armstrong, P. Webster, E. Stock 

Colts JV: M. Rowland, P. Rowe, R. Reede , A. Colville 

Also played: G. Downs, W. Knaprnan 

Senior House Cup: Harper 
Junior House Cup: Abbey 
Richard Green Trophy: J . Fussell 
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Squash 
This season the squash team was not as successful as in previous years, winning only three out of 

the ten fixtures at senior level. The main reason for this was the loss through sickness and language 
trips of three of our potential l st V. Therefore , for the majority of our matches, we played three and 
often four Colts. Obviously this weakened the Colts team, who, despite this, still managed to win four 
out of their eight matches. So though not an enormous success there was still much to feel pleased 
about. Rick Bramble worked very hard at his squash and became a formidable number I; with continued 
hard work he will become a very good squash player. The Colts who played for the 1st V stuck to 
their task , learnt a lot and are developing into the core ofa good team. rn particuJar Tom Batchelar, 
Clive Wood and Mark Williams all improved considerably during the season. 

The Colts team played with great spirit and, though often up against much stronger teams, generally 
managed to hold their own. A total of ten players turned out for this V and this disruption made it 
even more difficult for them. However, the team was largely made up of 4th form boys and their 
tenacity and increasing skill lends hope to the prospect of next season. 

The internaJ squash fixtures were played with a very pleasant mix of competitiveness and friend
liness. School House won the senior competition beating Westco tt in the final, while Abbey won the 
junior's, defeating School. Finally, l would like to say how much I have enjoyed running the squash . 
All the boys involved have tried their hardest, produced their best and been very good company 
while doing so. 

A.G.FF. 

'About rime we changed over ends, isn't It?' 
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Having conducted a resolute perusal of bygone house 
reports, r discovered that the lot of making the termly run 
concerning house spirit normally falls to this house. After 
much due thought and consideration I decided to break 
with this tradition. However, the house did not break with 
its tradition of maintaining its firm grip upon every aspect 
of School life. 

Andrew Morton found and maintained a place in the 
1st XI and along with Philip Chambers and Mark Hjaltun 
was a driving force in the house six-a-side team, which for 
the second year running narrowly lost, yet managed to 
contain Abbey House, in the final of that competition. 
The juniors , too , reached the final but, despite Elliot Davies' 
valiant effort, were beaten by Lyon. 

In squash Benjamin Funnell, Clive Wood and Thomas 
Batchelar won the Senior cup ; the juniors were nol so 
lucky and came a close second in their competition, all 
proving that School House dominates squash and will 
continue to do so for many years. Sebastian von Nagel and 
Clive Wood won the golf cup for us in a very one-sided 
final against Abbey House ,and in the basketball competition 
the under 15 team beat the Green I 0 - 8 in the final . 

There was much admiration from the House bestowed 
upon a select number of fourth formers who battled with 
hockey sticks continuously for fifteen hours in aid of the 
Lent Project. 

A mention must also be given to those who sang in the 
Music Society's production of Mozart's Requiem, especially 
Jonathan Sturtridge , the first boy ever to sing a solo in a 
Mussoc production. 

In the house, Colin Morgan, lived up to all expectations 
as a very capable and tactful Head of House; his job was 
made easier after half-term as five lower sixth formers went 
to Europe to ' learn' their chosen language and spread the 
School House legend. We were all very sad that Simon 
Porter felt he had to leave, but we know that he will do 
well in the future. Finally, we look forward with anticipation 
to the House play at the beginning of next term. Starring 
Mr. Hodgkinson - how can it go wrong. 

Ci • 
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I There can have been little doubt, the morning after, 
that it had been a remarkable success. 'That was the best 
House concert that I have ever heard'. said one, while others, 
less experienced on the House concert circuit than the 
first, expressed their enjoyment of the evening, not only 
as an occasion for budding musicians to show their improving 
talent , but also as a musical occasion in its own right. 
After a large number of very impressive performances from 
musicians too numerous to mention by name, the concert 
was ended with the world premiere of the Swan Song 
(not the Flanders and Swan type, which was well sung by 
Andrew Ward , but the Dr. Richard Kershaw commission); 
Christopher Knott played out his own Swan Song, on the 
cello, for this was indeed his last House concert as House
master of Abbey House. 

The musicians of the House had successes elsewhere: 
James Symington, although he played one piece which was 
not actually in the syllabus, managed to get a Distinction 
at Grade 8 on the Oute ; Thomas Ainger has reached the 
last round of NYO auditions. 

The House collected an unexpected bonus, when the 
6-a-side hockey team snatched the title from an apparently 
stronger School House team. (Adam Wright tells me that 
he starred in and directed the team, but I think praise is 
due to them aU.) 

The junior squash team, captained by Robert Kitchin, 
and the junior fives team, captained by Marcus Rowland, 
also won their competitions. 

The House continued to contribute to both School and 
national rugby teams, with Joo Moore playing for the 
President's Fifteen (the England Under 16 Second team), 
and Robert Parry-Jones, Philip Moore and Justin Waddy 
appearing for the School sevens team. 

The Lent term is by nature a term which itself produces 
few visible academic results, until the summer results are 
revealed to two waiting generations, so there is little to 
report on that as yet ; that will be up to my successor, who 
will have a better idea of the academic success of the Lent 
term than I. 

The House lost a leader, Matthew Wilkinson, who gave 
up his position as Head of House, a job which he performed 
for two terms with far more determination and commitment 
than some gave him credit for, so as to concentrate on his 
'A' levels to a greater extent: Nick Tuke, a wise and popular 
choice, took up where he left off, and has done a grand job. 

J. Cowling 
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If the fact that the lecture on the fll'st day of term 
was on 'Alcoholism and Drug Abuse' was meant 
to be symbolic of things to come In the following 
term, it wasn't, and the term ended with no major 
upsets. The House still has the same boys with 
which it started, the juggernauts still shake the 
cottage to life at ten past seven every Tuesday and 
Thursday morning, and Mr. Cleaver is still sur
viving as our Housemaster. 

As this is The Green 's house report, I feel that 
it is my duty to put our priorities in the right 
order, by starting with a mention of our sporting 
triumphs. 

As a House we won the under sixteen hockey, 
the senior basketball and the junior cross country. 
All of these results are memorable as team efforts, 
and I believe that it would be unfair to draw 
attention to any one person in particular from 
these teams. One individual, however, who does 
deserve a mention for his sporting efforts is Aadel 
Kardooni, who played scrum half for the England 
Under 18 Rugby team in their most recent inter
national matches. 

The term was also notable as we went part of 
the way to dispelling the popular image that The 
Green is a Philistine, rugby-orientated establish
ment, when Doug Long, Chris Wells and Nick 
Allen won the school brass, strings and woodwind 
prizes respectively. Long may this continue! 

J. Heywood 
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All except our unlikely pillar of strength at the 
end of the first floor corridor yielded to the deluge 
which the February welkins chose to bestow upon 
us. The harder the heavens descended, the further 
the corners of Matron's mouth seemed to reach 
towards them in defiance. The dormitories, those 
havens of philosophical discussion and not-so
philosophical brawls, resounded to the sporadic 
beat of rain against the windows and sniffs from 
the sick-beds. 

Otherwise, life continued in a now character
istically stalwart manner in Harper House. Extra
curricular distinction was achieved by C. Davis 
who played for the 1st XI hockey side, A. Reay 
and T. Jones for the Colts A, and L. Collier who 
went to Durham to run in the National Cross 
Country Championships. Our divine right to the 
sailing trophy remained intact as I. Groom cap
tained a team that contained a promising lower 
School contingent. 

Academically, P. Webster distinguished himself 
in the trial exams and those others who gave them 
the due application achieved good results, both of 
them! ln most cases, however, the results augured 
well for the summer's ordeal. 
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No less than six members of the House went abroad this 
term. Colin Graham went for the first half to Frankfurt 
in Germany, liked it so much that he stayed for the second 
half; Robert Cummins went off to Caen in the second half 
and loved it no less; and William Harding, Bruce Grant and 
Edward Siegle went to Spain, and likewise derived much 
benefit and enjoyment. In return, Julius Calvelli came from 
Frankfurt to Sherborne and besides winning a Star, stunned 
all and sundry with his wizardry on the violin. 

The rest of us passed a relatively uneventful term. The 
hockey went well, even if no cup came our way. The House
master swam 50 lengths of the pool as a Lent project and 
the upshot was a cheque for £300 for the Sherborne Youth 
Oub to send a football team to Granville. Above all else, 
there was an excellent House concert. The indefatigable 
Doc. Kershaw produced a programme in two parts. The 
first was started by Colin Levy, who successfully fought his 
way through a prelude by Bach; Richard Blandford, Adam 
Scott and Simon Letcher all gave good performances. Bruno 
Newman sang a Quilter song, and a string quartet including 
Richard Blandford , Barnaby Mager (a guest star from The 
Digby), Ian Davies and Simon Letcher played two move
ments of a quartet by David Stone. To conclude the first 
part, Julius Calvelli played the first movement of Bach's 
Violin Concerto in A minor with a virtuosity never before 
heard in these concerts. How can we inveigle him back? 

The second part was in lighter vein. Rupert Angel, 
Bruno Newman and Justin Taylor (with an obbligato James 
Anderson) played Five Foot Two, Eyes of Blue. Ben Siggers 
played some Louis Armstrong. An Anderson-Scott-Skinner 
Trio improvised two short but exciting numbers, and, after 
Dan Gosland had rendered Tico Tico on his trumpet, the 
concert ended for the third, and, alas, for the last, time 
with some zinging playing by the Jazz Band proper. Well 
done all - and thank you. 

"------
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The House claimed many successes during the 
term, the first being the appointment of AJ 
Houldsworlh, lhe new Head of House, to the 
position of Captain of Football. Later on in the 
term, he Jed the House side to a well-deserved 
7 - 2 victory over The Digby in the final of the 
in ter-house soccer competition. Five members of 
the House represented the School in the cross 
country team, and one of them, Bill Fryer , raised 
£ 125 on a sponsored ten mile run for the Lent 
Project. 

A quarter of the twenty-eight English prizes 
won went to Abbeylands, with the Poetry Prize , 
one of the House's stronger academic fields, being 
dominated by Ru Heath and Charlie York-Miller; 
but the real highlight of the term's hard work was 
the House concert. I think it is true to say that the 
House prides itself on its musical ability , and the 
concert provided an opportunity for the wide 
range of talent to be displayed. The concert was 
special in the respect that it was performed solely 
by Abbeylanders. The music ranged in style from 
George Formby banjo playing to Bach, and from 
the House Jazz Band, Premier Products, to the 
School's only harpist, Rufus Edwards. There was 
one cacophonous piece of 'cello playing, but 
otherwise the standard was extremely high, and 
the evening ended with many of the performers 
returning to the House a little overfull of House 
spirit. 

E. Moorhouse 



This term was, like so man y Easter terms, short but 
sharp. The House was extremely busy and I sometimes 
wonder just how so many things can be fitted into 
just ten weeks. 

The major event of the term was the annual house 
play. This was The Critic by Sheridan. The director of 
this, the 25th Lyon House Play, was John Sutherland
Smith ru1d the large cast was ably and enthusiastically 
orchestrated by Phil Tyson as Puff. The magnificent, 
gigantic Britannia sailed through an epic battle scene 
to end a play which everyone agreed was worthy of a 
25th Anniversary. A silver collection at the end 
enabled us to send a cheque for £132 to Foster Parents 
Plan . 

This was by no means the only event of the teml. 
Lyon reached the final of both junior hockey com
petitions and won the under J 5 for the second year 
running, while on the Terraces, Lyon won the senior 
house cross country and came second in the juniors 
- a great achievement. 

The second annual (?) Lyon House Jumble Sale 
drew a laxge crowd eager to part with their lOp's. 
£270 was raised towards the School's Lenten Project. 

Rupert Jones won an Army Scholarship this term 
and Charles Conway was awarded the prize for the 
top marks in the School in tl1e Associated Board's 
music examinations. 

Returning to drama again for one minute, the 
Lower Sixth play (mentioned in last term's report) 
was put on in the first week with a strong Lyon 
contingent (thanks to Jon Hudson) and was received 
very warmly in the Powell Hall. 

In the House, life continued in a settled atmosphere 
with the A and 0 level trials and a slightly bewildered 
Mrs. Bayliss and Mrs. Plunkett constantly being asked 
for more sheets for the House play - where they all 
came from we still don't know! 

D. Bridge 
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